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 Enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) is the causative agent of hemorrhagic colitis.  

During an infection, EHEC can sense and respond to environmental cues, including the 

cell density of the intestinal normal flora (through the floral-derived AI-3 signal) and the 

epinephrine/norepinephrine produced naturally by the host.  This cell-to-cell signaling 

may aid in colonization and disease by allowing EHEC to up-regulate its flagella and 

motility genes to swim closer to the intestinal epithelium.  Previously, Sperandio et al. 

(2002) have shown that the quorum sensing E. coli regulators B and C (QseB&C), a two-

component system in EHEC, are responsible for the regulation of the master regulator of 

flagella and motility genes, flhDC, in response to cell-to-cell signaling [1].   

Here, we show that QseC, the membrane-bound sensor kinase, can 

autophosphorylate itself in response to AI-3 or epinephrine/norepinephrine and then 

transfer this phosphate to the response regulator, QseB.  The autophosphorylation of 

QseC is not affected by the addition of autoinducer-2 or intestinal hormones, including 
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gastrin, galanin, and secretin.  Additionally, autophosphorylation can be antagonized 

upon the addition of phentolamine, an α-adrenergic receptor antagonist.  Given that 

enterocytes harbor α-adrenergic receptors, it would be consistent for a microbial 

adrenergic sensor (QseC) to mostly resemble (in an orthologous and not a homologous 

fashion) an α- and not a β-adrenergic receptor.  Taken together, these results suggest that 

QseC may be a microbial adrenergic receptor conserved amongst different bacterial and 

fungal species.   

After QseC has autophosphorylated and transferred its phosphate to QseB, QseB 

acts as a transcription factor to activate the expression of flhDC, the master regulator of 

flagella and motility genes.  Nested deletion analyses of the flhDC promoter suggest that 

QseB may bind to three promoter regions, to either repress or activate transcription.  

Further transcriptional studies suggest that phosphorylated QseB autoregulates its own 

transcription in a similar manner.  These analyses have identified a QseB consensus 

binding sequence, which was utilized in an in silico search to identify novel potential 

targets of QseB.  Through the use of both biochemistry and genetics, a comprehensive 

model of the QseB&C signaling cascade was generated. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

TAXONOMY 

 

 The genus Escherichia is named after Theodor Escherich, who first isolated and 

characterized it in 1885.  E. coli belongs to the Enterobacteriaceae Family, whose name is 

derived from the Greek worked enterikos, which pertains to the intestine.  Escherichia 

coli is a gram negative bacillus, which occurs singly or in pairs.  E. coli is the major 

facultative anaerobe inhabitant of the large intestine of all animals, including humans, 

and is one of the most common causes of everyday bacterial infections.  

Enterohemorrhagic Escherichia coli, or EHEC, are an uncommon variety of E. coli that 

produces severe damage to the intestinal epithelium (hemorrhagic colitis).  As described 

later, EHEC was first recognized in a 1983 report by Riley et al [2].  The “O” in 

Enterohemorrhagic E. coli O157:H7 refers to the specific component of LPS chains, 

while the “H” refers to the flagellar antigen.   

 

1 



2 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF ENTEROHEMORRHAGIC E. COLI 

 

 Escherichia coli (E. coli) are the most abundant nonpathogenic facultative 

anaerobes found in the human intestinal microbial flora.  This commensal organism 

resides in the mucus layer of the mammalian colon and typically colonizes the 

gastrointestinal tract of humans within a few hours of birth.  However, there are several 

clones of E. coli that have acquired virulence traits that allow them to cause a broad 

spectrum of disease, even in healthy human hosts.  These virulence traits are usually 

encoded within mobile genetic elements, such as plasmids and pathogenicity islands, 

which have evolved to be stable within these clones.  There are six well-described 

categories among the intestinal pathogens: enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC), 

enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC), enteroaggregative E. 

coli (EAEC), enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC), and diffusely adherent E. coli (DAEC) [3].  

This dissertation research focuses on EHEC, an emerging pathogen of worldwide public 

health importance. 

 Enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) O157:H7 is a motile, gram-negative bacillus 

that is responsible for major outbreaks of bloody diarrhea and hemolytic uremic 

syndrome (HUS) throughout the world.  Each year, EHEC causes an estimated 73,000 

illnesses, 2,000 hospitalizations, and 69 deaths in the United States alone.  One of the 

major contributing factors to EHEC outbreaks is its very low infectious dose, estimated to 

be as few as 50 colony forming units (cfu).  Treatment and intervention strategies for 

EHEC infections are still controversial, with conventional antibiotics usually having little 

clinical effect and possibly even being harmful (by increasing the chances of patients 
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developing hemolytic uremic syndrome [HUS]) [4, 5].  HUS is characterized by 

hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, and renal injury and contributes to the morbidity 

and mortality observed in the young and elderly [6]. 

 The recognition of EHEC as an important pathogen is a fairly recent occurrence, 

with the first report of a major outbreak being published by Riley et al. in 1983 [2].  The 

authors reported that at least 47 people came down with an illness characterized by 

bloody diarrhea and little or no fever after eating undercooked hamburger meat at a chain 

of fast-food restaurants.  Stool cultures from these patients revealed a previously rare 

isolate of E. coli, O157:H7.  Almost simultaneously, Karmali et al. [7] published a report 

that associated cases of hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) with the presence of 

cytotoxin-producing E. coli in stool samples.  Taken together, these two scientific 

observations were the first recognition of an emerging class of an enteric pathogen that 

was responsible for causing gastrointestinal and renal disease.   

 

 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 

 

 Escherichia coli O157:H7 annually causes approximately 73,000 illnesses, 

leading to approximately 2,100 hospitalizations and 61 deaths in the United States alone 

[8].  Although recognized as a pathogen in 1983, it was not until a large multi-state 

outbreak linked to undercooked hamburger patties from a fast-food restaurant chain 

occurred in 1993 that EHEC became widely recognized as a threatening emerging 

pathogen [9].  In 1994, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) 
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determined EHEC a nationally notifiable infection, and by 2000, reporting was 

mandatory in the continental United States [9].  Figure 1.1 represents the typical yearly 

incidence of reported EHEC infections in the United States (Figure courtesy of CDC, 

1997), with most cases occurring during the summer months from May through 

November.  Of the reported outbreaks between 1982 and 2002, Minnesota reported the 

most outbreaks (43), followed by Washington, New York, California, and Oregon [8].   

 Out of all cases reported to the CDC, transmission routes for most EHEC 

outbreaks (52%) have been food-borne [8].  The first EHEC outbreak, reported in 1982, 

and the outbreak from a fast-food restaurant chain that garnered national attention in 

1993, were both linked to undercooked ground beef, which remains the most common 

food-borne vehicle [8].  However, produce-associated outbreaks (lettuce, apple juice, 

salad, coleslaw, melons, sprouts and grapes) have also been a prominent food vehicle, 

accounting for 34% of food-borne illnesses [8].  Recently, EHEC infection has been 

receiving media attention due to several outbreaks resulting from animal contact at 

petting zoos, farms, or county fairs.  First reported in 1996, outbreaks due to animal 

contact are one of the newest routes of EHEC transmission.  As recently as April of 2005, 

twenty-six persons at a central Florida state fair petting zoo were infected in an outbreak 

of EHEC.  The remaining outbreaks have been unknown (21%), person-to-person 

transmission (14%), water (9%), and laboratory related (0.3%) [8].   
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Figure 1.1 – Epidemiology of EHEC infections in the United States (1997).  Figure 
courtesy of Centers for Disease Control & Prevention. 
 

 Among the reported cases of EHEC infection, a total of 354 cases (4% of all 

reported infections) of hemolytic uremic syndrome have also been reported [9].  Between 

1982 and 2002, forty reported deaths occurred due to EHEC infection, with 

approximately 63% of deaths occurring in persons with HUS.  Notably, the reported age 

ranges at death were all 1-4 years and 61-91 years, indicating EHEC infection may play a 

large role in the morbidity and mortality of the very young and the elderly.  The fatality 

rate did not appear to vary by transmission route [9]. 

 Investigations into the 1993 EHEC outbreak resulting from undercooked 

hamburgers have led to major improvements in regulation of the fast-food industry [10].  

Additionally, trace-back investigations in recent years have led to the identification of 
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contaminated lots of beef, leading to large recalls and the prevention of many human  

infections [11].  Outbreaks associated with animal contact, however, represent a new 

transmission route for EHEC infections in the United States.    Recent strategies have 

been published to help reduce transmission from animals, including the addition of 

adequate hand washing facilities [12].  Taken together, these changes have led to a small 

reduction in EHEC outbreak size since 1982 [8]; however, EHEC remains an important 

emerging pathogen in the United States.   

 

 

CLINICAL PRESENTATION, DIAGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT 

 

 Symptoms of enterohemorrhagic E. coli infection begin between two and twelve 

days after exposure to the pathogen, with a mean incubation period of three days [2].  

Normally, EHEC infections cause one or two days of watery diarrhea followed by several 

days of bloody diarrhea [13].  Figure 1.2 shows the typical progression of EHEC 

infection.  Approximately ten percent of patients develop hemolytic uremic syndrome, 

which is characterized by hemolytic anemia, thrombocytopenia, and renal injury [8]. 
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Figure 1.2 – Progression of EHEC infection in days [13]. 

 

 Diagnosis of EHEC infection usually occurs during the phase of bloody diarrhea.  

The patient typically presents with severe abdominal pain, bloody stool, and infrequent 

vomiting.  Treatment has several purposes: (i) to decrease severity and duration of 

symptoms, (ii) to prevent complications such as HUS, and (iii) to prevent further 

transmission [14].  The current focus of treatment is to alleviate specific diarrheal 

symptoms through the use of antidiarrheal agents and fluid and electrolyte replacement.  

Antibiotic treatment is currently fairly controversial, as several studies have presented 

conflicting results about their efficacy.  A study from Washington State [15] reported that 

treatment of EHEC infection with antibiotics had no benefit and did not prevent the 

development of HUS.  In a Canadian study [16], however, antimicrobial therapy was 

implicated in the high rate of complications, including the development of HUS.  

Therefore, the use of antibiotics to treat EHEC infection is currently discouraged. 
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HISTOPATHOLOGY 

 

 The overall intestinal histopathology due to EHEC infection includes hemorrhage 

and edema in the lamina propria [17].  Many patients show focal necrosis and the 

infiltration of neutrophils and inflammatory cells.  In severe cases, intestinal damage is 

severe enough to result in severe gastrointestinal complications, including colonic 

perforation and rectal prolapse [17].  Figure 1.3A shows a cross section of the mucosa of 

the large intestine, which contains goblet cells responsible for mucus secretion. 

 Classically, the histopathology of EHEC infection has been referred to as the 

attaching and effacing (AE) lesion.  These lesions are characterized by effacement of the 

intestinal epithelial microvilli and intimate adherence between each bacterium and the 

epithelial cell membrane.  Beneath the bacterium is the accumulation of cellular actin, 

which forms a pedestal-like structure (Figure 1.3B), and the accumulation of other 

cytoskeletal components [18, 19].  The cellular response to the AE lesions formed during 

EHEC infection may lead to an increase in the intracellular level of calcium, which leads 

to the secretion of chloride, resulting in diarrhea [20]. 

A.       B. 

M
uc

os
a 

 

 

 

 Figure 1.3 – Intestinal Structure and AE lesions.  A.) Cross section of the large intestine 
mucosa.  B.) Two individual EHEC bacteria sit in their pedestal-like structure on the 
intestinal epithelium.
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IMMUNE INVOLVEMENT  
 

 Very little is known about the immune response during EHEC infection.  To date, 

most immunological studies have been performed using EPEC, as there is no good 

animal model for EHEC pathogenesis.  It is known in EPEC, however, that bacterial 

attachment to epithelial cells causes the recruitment of PMNs to the epithelial monolayer, 

and that this migration could be blocked by the addition of neutralizing antibodies to 

interleukin-8 (IL-8) [21].  Increased levels of IL-8 have also been found in an EHEC 

rabbit model [22].  This model was also used to show a large infiltration of PMNs during 

infection, which could be inhibited by an antibody to CD18, a leukocyte adhesion 

molecule [22].   

A recent study has utilized human patient sera in order to determine the role of the 

adaptive immune response during EHEC infection [23].  Data from this study indicate 

that there is a strong antibody response to the translocated intimin receptor (Tir), 

suggesting that this is a potential candidate for vaccine development against EHEC 

infection. 

 

 

VACCINOLOGY 

  

 One approach to the control of EHEC disease in humans has been the vaccination 

of cattle, the main reservoir of infection.  This would allow an attack on the non-human 

reservoir of infection (contaminated beef) and avoid patient compliance issues.  Several 

studies have focused on the vaccination of cattle with intimin, a protein involved in the 
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attachment of EHEC to host epithelial cells [24].  There are several cons to this approach, 

however, including cost and the sheer size of the bovine population.  Therefore, several 

methods of active human vaccination in at-risk populations are currently being 

considered.  These methods include the production of conjugate vaccines against Stx, 

which have proved highly successful in the prevention of disease caused by Haemophilus 

influenzae type B [25], toxin-based vaccines, and live-vector vaccines [14].  In general, 

however, the prevention of EHEC infection may depend on strategies to improve food 

safety through sanitation of food and water supplies. 

  

 

GENETIC CONTENT  

 

The EHEC O157:H7 Sakai strain genome [26] and the EDL933 genome [27] were 

recently sequenced in 2000 and 2001, respectively.  EHEC has an average genome size of 

5.5 Mbp containing 5361 predicted open reading frames.  Compared to nonpathogenic E. 

coli K-12 strains, EHEC has also lost 0.53Mbp of DNA.  However, EHEC has gained 

1.34 Mbp of DNA, which is not present in nonpathogenic E. coli K-12 strains.  This 

additional sequence encodes several factors that contribute to the virulence of EHEC, 

including potential adhesins, an iron uptake system, a type III secretion system, and Shiga 

toxin.  EHEC has also been shown to be immune to λ phages due to the high 

concentration of phage naturally present in its genome. 
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ANIMAL MODELS 

 

 The discovery of novel virulence factors in EHEC has been hampered by the lack 

of a relevant animal model.  Streptomycin-treated mice can be colonized by EHEC, 

although it does not cause attaching and effacing lesions and its toxicity is solely due to 

Shiga toxin (Stx), as these results could be reproduced using an E. coli K-12 strain 

carrying cloned stx genes [28, 29].  Similarly, streptomycin-treated ferrets were also 

evaluated as a possible animal model for EHEC infection [30].  These animals developed 

hematuria and/or histological damage of glomeruli or thombocytopenia, but there was no 

evidence of colitis or AE lesion formation in the intestinal epithelium.  Therefore, the 

ferret may serve as a model for renal disease secondary to intestinal infection with 

EHEC.  EHEC is able to cause the formation of AE lesions in large animals, such as 

suckling neonatal piglets [31] and neonatal calves [32].  However, these large animals are 

expensive and difficult to manage for large-scale screening of potential virulence genes.  

Recently, an infant rabbit model of EHEC infection has been utilized to study genetically 

defined mutants in EHEC in vivo [33]. 

 As an alternative to EHEC animal models, some have utilized natural animal 

disease models, such as rabbits infected with rabbit enteropathogenic E. coli (REPEC) 

[34-37], which causes AE lesions in the rabbit intestine and possesses the same virulence 

factors as human EHEC and EPEC strains [38-40].   
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VIRULENCE FACTORS OF EHEC 

 

 It is thought that EHEC uses its flagella to swim through the large intestine during 

infection, as a fliA mutant in EHEC, which is deficient in flagellin production, was shown 

to have attenuated virulence in cattle [41].  Once EHEC reaches the intestinal epithelium, 

it causes the development of attaching and effacing (AE) lesions (Figure 1.4).  The AE 

lesion is characterized by the destruction of the microvilli and the rearrangement of the 

cytoskeleton to form a pedestal-like structure, which cups each bacterium individually 

[18, 19].   
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Figure 1.4 – Model of EHEC Pathogenesis.  EHEC may activate its flagella regulon in 
order to swim proficiently through the intestinal mucus layer and get into close contact 
with the enteric epithelia.  EHEC then activates the LEE-encoded type III secretion 
system, leading to the formation of the attaching and effacing lesions responsible for the 
beginning of diarrheal disease.  During disease, some EHEC cells may become stressed 
and activate the Stx phage, undergo lysis, and release Shiga toxin.  Stx travels to the 
kidneys, where it causes the development of hemolytic uremic syndrome.   
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The Locus of Enterocyte Effacement (LEE) 

The genes involved in the formation of the AE lesion are encoded within a 35-kb 

chromosomal pathogenicity island named the Locus of Enterocyte Effacement (LEE) 

[42].  Much of what is known about the LEE region has been studied in EPEC and 

inferred to be true for EHEC.  The EHEC LEE region contains 41 genes, the majority of 

which are organized into five major operons: LEE1, LEE2, LEE3, tir (LEE5) and LEE4 

[43-45], which encode a type III secretion system (TTSS) [46], an adhesin (intimin) [47], 

and this adhesin’s receptor, the translocated intimin receptor (Tir) [48], which is 

translocated into the epithelial cell through the bacterial TTSS [43, 44] (Figure 1.5).  The 

first gene in the LEE1 operon, the LEE-encoded regulator (Ler) directly activates the 

transcription of the LEE genes [44, 49-52].   
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Figure 1.5 – The Locus of Enterocyte Effacement.  The LEE is a pathogenicity island 
found in EHEC, which encodes factors responsible for type III secretion and pedestal 
formation.  LEE1 encodes for ler, the LEE-encoded regulator.  LEE1, LEE2, and LEE3 
encode for factors involved in type III secretion.  LEE4 encodes for EspA, EspB, and 
EspD.  The LEE5/tir operon encodes for intimin and Tir.   
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 The EHEC type III secretion system (TTSS) is a basal apparatus that spans the 

inner and outer bacterial membranes with a short projecting “needle.”  Several proteins, 

including EscD, EscR, EscU, EscV, EscS and EscT span the inner membrane and 

associate with a cytoplasmic ATPase, EscN, which is required for secretion of proteins 

[53].  EscC is predicted to form the main protein ring in the outer membrane to which the 

EscF “needle” is connected [54].  EscF comprises the syringe connected to the filament 

of the translocon.  The translocon consists of EspA, which creates a sheath around the 

EscF needle.  EspB and EspD are located at the distal end of the TTSS and form 3-5 nm 

pores in the host cell membrane [55], through which translocated proteins are secreted. 

The eae gene (E. coli attaching and effacing) encodes for intimin, an outer 

membrane protein that acts as an intestinal adherence factor [47].  Mutants of the eae 

gene are defective in intimate adherence to intestinal epithelial cells, which prevents the 

concentration of polymerized actin necessary for the development of AE lesions.  The 

translocated intimin receptor (Tir), which is also encoded in the LEE, is translocated from 

the bacterium through the TTSS into the host cell to serve as a receptor for intimin [56-

58].  In the host cell membrane, Tir adopts a hairpin loop conformation and serves as a 

receptor for the bacterial surface adhesin, intimin [59].  Binding of intimin to Tir 

promotes the clustering of N- and C-terminal cytoplasmic regions and leads to the 

initiation of localized actin assembly beneath the plasma membrane [60].  Unlike EPEC, 

the EHEC Tir is not phosphorylated in the host cell [58, 59], and does not recruit the 

mammalian adaptor protein, Nck to the sites of adherence [61].  The EHEC Tir does 

recruit N-WASP [62], which it requires for efficient pedestal formation, possibly through 
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an interaction with EspFU, another bacterial protein that is translocated into the host cell 

[63]. 

Chaperones play an important role in directing secreted proteins from the EHEC 

bacterial cell, as many secreted proteins lack classical N-terminal secretion signals [46].  

CesD, a protein associated with the inner membrane, acts as a chaperone for EspD [64].  

Additionally, CesT is the chaperone that is responsible for the translocation of Tir [65]. 

The TTSS encoded by the LEE region also translocates LEE-encoded and non-

LEE encoded effectors.  The mitochondrial associated protein, map, affects the integrity 

of the host mitochondrial membrane [66], is encoded directly upstream of tir, and may 

also be chaperoned by CesT [67].  Another effector, EspF, is responsible for the 

disruption of intestinal barrier function and induces cell death by unknown methods [68, 

69].  The secreted EspG is responsible for the disruption of microtubule formation, and 

plays a role in virulence in the REPEC mouse model [70], while EspH, which is encoded 

in LEE3, is responsible for the modulation of host cell cytoskeleton through the inhibition 

of cell cycle signals [71].  Although encoded outside the LEE pathogenicity island, 

several effector proteins have recently been shown to be secreted through the EHEC 

TTSS.  These include Cif, which induces host cell cycle arrest and reorganization of host 

actin cytoskeleton [72], and NleA, which has been shown to localize to the Golgi and 

play a key role in virulence in an animal model [73]. 

 The regulation of the LEE pathogenicity island is complex.  Recently, Iyoba et al. 

observed that EHEC encodes specific genes, named pchA, pchB, and pchC, (PerC 

homologs) that positively activate the expression of the LEE genes [74].  LEE1 encodes 

for ler, the LEE-encoded regulator, which was shown to be required for the expression of 
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other operons within the LEE [44].  Another factor important in the regulation of the LEE 

pathogenicity island is the integration-host factor, or IHF.  IHF has been shown to be 

required for the expression of the entire LEE through the direct binding and activation of 

ler [75].  Additionally, EtrA and EivF are two negative regulators of the LEE region, 

possibly through ler, which are encoded within a second type III secretion system (ETT2) 

[76].  The histone-like nucleoid-structuring protein, H-NS, is responsible for the 

repression of LEE2, LEE3, and LEE5 transcription in the absence of Ler [49, 77].  RpoS, 

a stationary phase sigma factor, activates the transcription of the LEE3 operon and the 

LEE5 operon [78].  Finally, Hha has been reported to repress the transcription of the 

LEE4 operon [79]. 

 Two previously uncharacterized genes in the LEE region, orf10 and orf11 were 

recently renamed GrlR, global regulator of LEE repressor, and GrlA, global regulator of 

LEE activator [80].  This study suggests that GrlA is responsible for the transcriptional 

activation of ler, while GrlR represses ler.  Additionally, it is known that Ler activates the 

transcription of grlRA [50], and that GrlRA activates the expression of LEE2 and LEE4, 

independently of Ler [81]. 

 

Shiga toxin 

EHEC also produces a powerful Shiga toxin (Stx) that is responsible for the major 

symptoms of hemorrhagic colitis and HUS.  The Stx family contains two subgroups, Stx1 

and Stx2.  Stx1 shows little sequence variation between strains [82], whereas antigenic 

divergence has been observed among the Stx2s, including Stx2, Stx2c, Stx2d, and Stx2e 
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[82-84].  Stx2 has been found to be more associated with severe human disease than Stx1 

[85], with Stx2 and Stx2c most frequently found in patients with HUS [86].   

Both of the genes encoding Stx1 and Stx2 are located within the late genes of a λ-

like bacteriophage and are transcribed when the phage enters its lytic cycle [87].  Once 

the phage replicates, Shiga toxin is produced, and the phage lyse the bacteria thereby 

releasing the toxin into the host.  The bacteriophage may receive signals to enter its lytic 

cycle during an SOS response triggered by disturbances in the bacterial membrane, DNA 

replication, or protein synthesis [4, 5].  These triggers are all common targets of 

conventional antibiotics and may contribute to the ineffectiveness of antibiotics during an 

EHEC infection.  It is thought that the Stx gains access to the circulation, and is 

transported to the kidneys.  Shiga toxins consist of a 1A:5B noncovalently associated 

subunit structure [88].  The B subunit of Stx is known to form a pentamer that binds to 

the eukaryotic glycolipid receptor, globotriaosylceramide, in the kidneys [89-91].  The A 

subunit is then nicked with trypsin and reduced, resulting in a polypeptide that causes 

depurination of a residue in the 28S rRNA of 60S ribosomes [92].  This leads to the 

inhibition of protein synthesis, injury of renal glomerular endothelial cells, and the 

initiation of a pathophysiological cascade that leads to HUS. 

 

Additional virulence factors 

 EHEC carries a large 90 kb plasmid, designated pO157 [93], which encodes about 

35 proteins and may be involved in the production of an outer membrane protein [94, 95].  

It has been shown to contain a hemolysin [94, 96], a type II secretion system [97], and a 
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serine protease, EspP [98].  The presence of pO157 has been associated with increased 

adherence to intestinal epithelial cells, although the exact mechanism is unknown [93]. 

 

 

CELL-TO-CELL SIGNALING IN BACTERIA 

 

 The cell-to-cell communication system referred to as quorum sensing (QS) is 

based on the principle that bacteria secrete hormone-like compounds referred to as 

autoinducers (AI).  Upon reaching a threshold concentration, the autoinducer may 

interact with bacterial transcription factors to regulate gene expression.  This 

phenomenon was first observed in Vibrio fischeri and Vibrio harveyi to control 

bioluminescence [99, 100].  The luciferase operon in Vibrio fischeri is regulated by LuxI, 

which is responsible for the production of the acyl-homoserine-lactone (AHL) 

autoinducer, and LuxR, which is activated by this autoinducer to increase transcription of 

the luciferase operon [101, 102].  Homologues of this LuxR-LuxI system have been 

identified in other bacteria, which have been shown to regulate the transcription of 

antibiotics in Erwinia, motility in Yersinia pseudotuberculosis, and pathogenesis and 

biofilm formation in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [103-105].  E. coli and Salmonella have a 

LuxR homolog, SdiA, [106], but no LuxI homolog, and do not produce AHLs [107, 108].  

Recently, Michael et al. reported that the role of SdiA in quorum sensing was to sense 

AHLs produced by other bacterial species, and not an autoinducer produced by E. coli 

itself [108]. 
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The most prevalent quorum sensing system is the luxS system, which is present in 

many bacteria, including Vibrio harveyi, Salmonella typhimurium, and Escherichia coli 

O157:H7 [78, 109, 110].  The luxS system was originally described as being involved in 

bioluminescence in Vibrio harveyi [111].  LuxS is an enzyme that is involved in the 

metabolism of S-adenosyl-methionine (SAM); it converts ribose-homocysteine into 

homocysteine and 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-pentanedione (DPD) (Figure 1.6).  DPD is a highly 

unstable compound that reacts with water and cyclizes into several furanones, one of 

which is thought to be the precursor of autoinducer-2 (AI-2) [112].   
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Figure 1.5 – The Synthetic Pathway of Autoinducer-2 [112].   

 

4,5-D

Figure 1.6 – The synthetic pathway of AI-2.  The metabolic pathway leads to the 
production of DPD, the key product of the enzyme LuxS.  DPD is the precursor for AI-2.  
Figure adapted from [113]. 

 
 
 
 

Originally, a literature search revealed that the final structure of the AI-2 

compound had not been reported, presumably due to its instability.  However, several 

groups had been able to characterize compounds similar to (or derived from) DPD [112], 
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including 4-hydroxy-2,5-dimethyl-furanone (DMHF), 4-hydroxy-5-methyl-furanone 

(MHF), homofuraneol (HF), and 4,5-dihydroxy-2-cyclopentan-1 (DHCP).  Furthermore, 

DHCP has been reported to have no AI-2 activity in a Vibrio harveyi luminescence assay, 

and MHF, DMHF, and HF have AI-2 activity at extremely high concentrations [112].  

Recently, the final structure of AI-2 from Vibrio harveyi has been shown to be a 

furanosyl-borate diester (Figure 1.7) [114].  This structure was ultimately solved by X-

ray crystallography of the autoinducer complexed with its receptor, LuxP [114].  

Additionally, the final structure of AI-2 from Salmonella typhimurium has been co-

crystallized with its receptor, LsrB [113].  LsrB appears to bind a chemically distinct 

form of the AI-2 signal, (2R,4S)-2-methyl-2,3,3,4-tetrahydroxytetrahydrofuran (R-

THMF), which lacks boron but is also derived from DPD (Figure 1.7) [113].  These data 

suggest that different species recognize different forms of the autoinducer signal AI-2, 

which are both derived from DPD. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6 – Final structure of AI-2 (furanosyl-borate diester) from Vibrio harveyi). 

 

Figure 1.7 – Proposed formation of AI-2 signaling molecules by V. harveyi (upper 
branch) and S. typhimurium (lower branch).  S-THMF-borate binds to the V. harveyi 
receptor LuxP, while R-THMF binds to the S. typhimurium receptor LsrB.  Figure 
adapted from [113]. 
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Initially, diverse roles in signaling were attributed to AI-2 in many bacteria by 

comparing luxS isogenic mutants with wild-type strains.  Included in these roles are type 

III secretion in V. harveyi [115], expression of VirB in Shigella flexneri [116], and 

flagella expression and the LEE-encoded type III secretion system in EHEC [78, 117], 

among others.  By far, the most thorough studies on the role of the LuxS system in 

virulence have been performed in EHEC [1, 78, 117-119].  These studies, however, have 

demonstrated that the signaling molecule activating type III secretion and flagella in 

EHEC is not the AI-2 autoinducer, but another autoinducer that is dependent on the 

presence of the luxS gene for its synthesis, AI-3 [119].  This signaling compound, which 

activates the virulence genes of EHEC, binds to C-18 columns and can only be eluted 

with methanol.  Additionally, electrospray mass spectrometry analysis of AI-3 shows a 

major peak with a mass of 213.1 Daltons.  All of these parameters are different from that 

of AI-2 [114], suggesting that AI-3 is a unique compound whose presence is dependent 

on LuxS.   

Both AI-3 and AI-2 activities have been observed in spent supernatants from 

pathogenic organisms such as E. coli O26:H11 and O111ac:H9, Shigella sp., and 

Salmonella sp. and commensal bacteria, including E. coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae and 

Enterobacter clocae (Sircili and Sperandio, unpublished results).  Additionally, AI-2 and 

AI-3 activity has been observed in spent supernatants from normal flora cultured from 

human stools in intestinal simulators [119].  The presence of these autoinducers in both 

pathogenic and commensal organisms may suggest that interspecies signaling plays a role 

not only for signaling of intestinal commensal flora, but also in disease caused by 

pathogenic organisms. 
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BACTERIA-HOST SIGNALING 

 

Initially, Sperandio et al. [78] utilized an isogenic luxS mutant in EHEC to show 

that the transcription of all the LEE operons is activated by autoinducers from EHEC 

supernatants.  In vitro analysis in this EHEC luxS mutant revealed that type III secretion 

was dramatically diminished as compared to wild-type and complemented strains [119], 

and it was expected that this mutant would be unable to form AE lesions on cultured 

epithelial cells.  This type III secretion defect could be restored upon genetic 

complementation of luxS or by the addition of exogenous AI-3.  However, studies using 

the luxS mutant incubated with cultured epithelial cells showed that it was able to form 

attaching and effacing (AE) lesions indistinguishable from those formed by the wild-type 

EHEC strain [119].  This led to the investigation of whether there was an additional level 

of cell-to-cell signaling occurring between the bacterial and eukaryotic cells that could 

activate the expression of EHEC virulence genes.  Interestingly, Sperandio et al. (2003) 

found that the incubation of the luxS mutant with cell culture medium that had been 

incubated with HeLa cells for 24 hours and then size-fractioned for smaller than 1kDa 

also restored the luxS mutant phenotype.  These experimental results led to the 

observation that there must be a eukaryotic signaling compound(s) that can complement 

the defect of the luxS quorum sensing mutation. 

Eukaryotic cell-to-cell signaling occurs through hormones.  The three major 

groups of endocrine hormones include polypeptide hormones, steroid hormones, and 

hormones derived from the amino acid tyrosine, which include the catecholamines 

norepinephrine and epinephrine [120].  Interestingly, the acyl-homoserine-lactones and 
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AI-2, which are gram-negative bacterial autoinducers, are also derived from amino acid 

metabolism [121].  The catecholamine norepinephrine has previously been demonstrated 

to induce bacterial growth [122] and to be taken up into bacteria [123].  Ultimately, 

Sperandio et al. (2003) were able to narrow down the eukaryotic signal to the 

catecholamines norepinephrine and epinephrine, which were found to be present in FBS 

in epithelial growth cell media.  Additionally, purified epinephrine and norepinephrine 

were used to show that the luxS mutant was directly responding to these signals [119].   

It has been shown that the hormones epinephrine and norepinephrine (Figure 1.8) 

are present in considerable amounts in the human intestine [124] and aide in the induction 

of chloride and potassium secretion and modulate intestinal smooth muscle contraction 

[125].  Norepinephrine is synthesized by the adrenergic neurons that are present in the 

enteric nervous system (ENS) [126], while epinephrine is synthesized in the central 

nervous system (CNS) and adrenal medulla and acts systemically after being released 

into the bloodstream [127].  To date, nine human adrenergic receptors have been 

identified and partitioned into three subclasses: α1, α2, and β. Although the crystal 

structures for α- and β-adrenergic receptors are still unknown, Freddolino et al. [128] 

recently predicted the structure of the human β2 adrenergic receptor based on modeling 

of the rhodopsin receptor, suggesting that the ligand binding sites for epinephrine and 

norepinephrine are broadly similar.  This evidence suggests that epinephrine and 

norepinephrine may be recognized by the same receptors in the human gastrointestinal 

tract. 
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Figure 1.8 – Chemical Structures of Epinephrine and Norepinephrine, Phentolamine, and 
Propranolol. 
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Horger et al. (1998) showed that the neuronally-mediated response to these 

catecholamines in the colon can be suppressed by the β-adrenergic receptor antagonist 

propranolol (PO) and the α-adrenergic receptor antagonist phentolamine (PE) (Figure 

1.8).  Sperandio et al. (2003) showed that these antagonists were able to block the 

formation of AE lesions on the luxS mutant and wild-type EHEC on cultured epithelial 

cells, further suggesting that epinephrine and norepinephrine are the specific eukaryotic 

cross-signaling compounds that were activating the expression of EHEC virulence genes 

[119].  Moreover, it was shown that epinephrine and norepinephrine can substitute for 

AI-3 to activate the transcription of the LEE genes, type III secretion, and regulation of 

the flagella regulon.  Taken together, these results suggest that AI-3 and 

epinephrine/norepinephrine cross-talk and that these compounds may use the same 

signaling pathway.  In this manner, EHEC could respond to both a bacterial quorum 

sensing signaling system and a eukaryotic signaling system in order to modulate the 

transcription of virulence genes at different stages of infection at different sites in the 

gastrointestinal tract. 

There are several other examples of prokaryotic-eukaryotic communication in 

which bacterial signals can modulate the expression of eukaryotic genes [129].  3-oxo-

C12-HSL, an AI of P. aeruginosa, has been shown to have immunomodulatory activity 

by downregulation of tumor necrosis factor alpha and interleukin-12 production [130], 

and by upregulation of cytokine gamma interferon [131].  The cytolysin of E. faecalis, 

which has been shown to modulate expression of the enterococcal cyl operon, also has 

toxic effects on erythrocytes, retinal tissues, intestinal epithelial cells, neutrophils, and 

macrophages [132].  On the other hand, eukaryotic factors have also been shown to affect 
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the transcription of prokaryotic genes.  Host cell membranes selectively bind the large 

subunit of the cytolysin of E. faecalis, thereby allowing the small subunit to increase 

cytolysin expression through a quorum sensing mechanism [132].  Additionally, human 

airway epithelial cells produce an unidentified substance, which inactivates the 2-oxo-

C12-HSL signaling molecule produced by P. aeruginosa [133].  Taken together, these 

examples of prokaryotic-eukaryotic communication provide a foundation for our 

observation of cross-communication between the bacteria and host. 

 

 

CELL-TO-CELL SIGNALING IN EHEC 

 

Bacterial cell-to-cell signaling cascades, referred to as quorum sensing (QS), have 

been studied extensively in organisms such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Vibrio 

harveyi [104].  The QS regulatory cascade in EHEC has just begun to be described.  

Sperandio et al. [117] utilized an E. coli gene array to compare wild-type EHEC to an 

isogenic luxS mutant in EHEC.  EHEC has 1.3Mbp of DNA that is absent in E. coli K-12, 

while K-12 has 0.53Mbp of DNA that is absent in EHEC [27].  Approximately 10% of 

the common genome between EHEC and E. coli K-12 was differentially expressed 

between wild-type and the luxS mutant [117].  This high percentage of differentially 

regulated genes is not surprising when one considers the pleiotropic effect of the luxS 

mutation.  As stated earlier, LuxS is a metabolic enzyme that is involved in the 

conversion of ribosyl-homocysteine into homocysteine and 4,5-dihydroxy-2,3-

pentanedione, the precursor of AI-2 [112], and is also somehow involved in the 
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production of AI-3 [119].  Given that a luxS mutant will be required to use salvage 

pathways in order to compensate for the loss of a metabolic enzyme, amino acid synthetic 

and catabolic pathways will be changed within the bacterial cell, leading to a large 

amount of differential gene expression.   

These studies led to the identification of several putative genes that were 

regulated in response to quorum sensing through the AI-3/epinephrine/norepinephrine 

cell-to-cell signaling system (Figure 1.9).  Quorum sensing E. coli regulator A (QseA) 

was identified as a transcriptional regulator from the LysR family [118] that 

autorepresses its own transcription (Figure 1.9).  QseA is transcriptionally activated 

through quorum sensing and directly activates the transcription of the LEE-encoded 

regulator (Ler) [118] (F. Sharp and V. Sperandio, unpublished data).  Ler is the activator 

for several genes within the LEE pathogenicity island [44].  Accordingly, a mutation in 

qseA of EHEC shows a reduction in type III secretion, but shows no defect in flagellation 

or motility.   
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Figure 1.9 – Signaling Model in EHEC.  Both AI-3 and Epi/NE seem to be recognized 
by the same receptor, which is probably in the outer membrane of the bacteria.  These 
signals might be imported into the periplasm where they interact with two major sensor 
kinases, QseC and QseF, which autophosphorylate.  These sensor kinases then transfer 
the phosphate to their cognate response regulator, which goes on to activate virulence 
gene transcription.  QseB&C may activate the transcription of the flagella and motility, 
while QseE&F activate the transcription of the LEE region (AE lesions).  Dashed arrows 
indicate that no biochemistry has been performed. 
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Additionally, a two-component system named quorum sensing E. coli regulators 

B and C (QseB&C) were also identified in the DNA array [117].  Of the 19 putative 

regulators identified in this study, qseBC was shown to be activated 17-fold by quorum 

sensing (QS), and appear to be organized in an operon.  Initial sequence analysis 

indicated that qseBC may belong to the family of two-component systems, with QseC 

being the predicted sensor kinase, and QseB the putative response regulator.  QseB&C 

are responsible for the transcriptional activation of the flagella regulon in response to 

quorum sensing [1].   

Quorum sensing E. coli regulators D, E, and F (QseD, QseE, QseF) were also 

identified in the DNA array.  QseD is another regulator of the LysR family, which may 

activate the flagella regulon and repress transcription of the LEE genes (F. Sharp and V. 

Sperandio, unpublished results).  QseE and QseF encode a second two-component system 

that is involved in the regulation of EspFU (N. Reading and V. Sperandio, unpublished 

results). 

 

 

QUORUM SENSING E. COLI  REGULATORS B AND C (QseB&C) 

 

The quorum sensing E. coli regulators B and C (QseB&C) are a two-component 

system, with QseC being the predicted sensor kinase and QseB the putative response 

regulator.  QseB&C have homologs in UPEC, EPEC, EHEC, E. coli K-12, Shigella 

flexneri, Salmonella typhimurium, Salmonella typhi, Yersinia pestis, Yersinia 

enterocolitica, Pasteurella multocida, Haemophilus influenzae, Coxiella burnetti, and 
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Francisella tularensis (qseC only).  QseB has three amino acid changes between EHEC 

and E. coli K-12, while QseC has eight amino acid changes.  Additionally, QseB shares a 

high level of homology with Salmonella typhimurium PmrA (46% identity and 62% 

similarity over 222 amino acids), and QseC shares homology with Salmonella 

typhimurium PmrB (28% identity and 45% similarity over 269 amino acids).  PmrA&B 

are involved in gene regulation in response to extracytoplasmic ferric iron [134] and 

genes that confer resistance to antimicrobial peptides such as polymyxin [135, 136].   

Traditional two-component systems consist of the sensor protein that acts as a 

histidine kinase to transfer a phosphoryl group upon sensing of an environmental signal 

to an aspartate residue of its cognate response regulator, which goes on to act as a 

transcription factor (Figure 1.10).  Both QseB and QseC contain conserved domains 

characteristic of a two-component system.  QseC, the putative sensor kinase, has two 

conserved transmembrane domains and a conserved histidine kinase domain, indicating 

that its membrane location may allow autophosphorylation upon the recognition of its 

specific environmental cue.  QseC also contains an ATPase domain, which may allow it 

to exhibit phosphatase activity toward QseB.  Additionally, QseC has a conserved EAL 

domain, commonly found in signaling proteins, which consists of several acidic residues 

that could be important for metal binding and may make up an active site for a 

phosphodiesterase of cyclic diguanylate (c-di-GMP), a cyclic nucleotide [137, 138].  The 

EAL domain of the VieA response regulator in V. cholerae has recently been implicated 

in the formation of biofilms by controlling c-di-GMP concentration in V. cholerae [138].  

QseB contains typical response regulator and DNA binding domains, which may allow it 

to receive a phosphate from QseC and go on to regulate gene transcription. 
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Figure 1.10 – The QseB&C two-component system.  QseC is the membrane-bound 
sensor kinase that binds to environmental signals and autophosphorylates on a conserved 
histidine residue.  QseC then transfers its phosphate to QseB, its cognate response 
regulator.  Once phosphorylated, QseB may go on to regulate transcription of virulence 
genes. 
 

 

 

QSEC, A BACTERIAL ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR 

 

Currently, little is known about the signaling interactions between pathogenic 

bacteria and the host.  It has been hypothesized that bacteria must sense and recognize 

that they are within the host in order to activate genes essential for colonization.  EHEC 

0157:H7, a pathogenic bacterium capable of colonizing the human intestine and causing 

the development of hemorrhagic colitis and hemolytic uremic syndrome [3] can be used 

to test these host/bacterium signaling interactions.  Sperandio et al. previously used this 

model to show that EHEC can activate its virulence genes in response to the autoinducer 
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AI-3, produced by the bacteria itself, and human hormones produced naturally by the 

host, epinephrine/norepinephrine [119].  These results suggest that there may be potential 

cross-communication between the AI-3 bacterial system and the 

epinephrine/norepinephrine host signaling system.   

The transcription of flhDC is activated by both epinephrine and AI-3 in the luxS 

mutant [119].  However, motility and flhDC transcription in a qseC sensor kinase mutant 

are unable to respond to the presence of either AI-3 or epinephrine (Figure 1.11), 

indicating that QseC may possibly be sensing the presence of these cross-signaling 

compounds [119].   Since an isogenic mutant in qseC, the sensor kinase, is unable to 

recognize both bacterial AI-3 and host epinephrine, we hypothesize that QseC may be 

acting as a bacterial adrenergic receptor that interacts directly with these compounds 

[119].  This hypothesis is the focus of Chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.11 – Motility plates of wild-type, qseC mutant, and luxS mutant [119]. 
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THE FLAGELLAR REGULON 

 

Sperandio et al. recently reported that QseBC are involved in activating the 

transcription of the flagellar regulon in E. coli [1].  A qseC mutant in EHEC showed 

reduced flagellin production and motility, and reduced transcription of flagellar genes [1].  

The flagella and motility genes comprise a large and complex regulon, with more than 50 

genes organized into at least 17 operons [139].  Within this regulon, the operons are 

classified into three hierarchical transcriptional classes, class 1, class 2 and class 3 

(Figure 1.12) [140].  The class 1 genes are the master regulator of flagella and motility, 

flhDC.  In Salmonella enterica, six transcriptional start sites have been mapped for the 

flhDC promoter [141], indicating the complexity of its regulation.  FlhDC are responsible 

for the activation of the class 2 genes [140, 142], through binding to a conserved 56bp 

consensus region [143].  The class 2 genes encode the proteins responsible for the 

formation of the flagellar motor intermediate structure, termed the hook-basal body 

[144]; the alternative sigma factor, FliA (σ28) [145]; and the anti-sigma factor, FlgM 

[146].  During the formation of the hook-basal body, the anti-sigma factor FlgM binds to 

FliA (σ28) to inhibit its interaction with RNA polymerase [147].  However, upon 

completion of the hook-basal body structure, FlgM is exported through this apparatus, 

and FliA (σ28) is able to interact with RNA polymerase.  FliA (σ28) is necessary to 

recognize the promoters and to initiate transcription of the class 3 genes, which include 

fliC (the external filament, flagellin) [148]and the mot operon [149]. 

Most of what is known about the regulation of flagella has been performed in 

Salmonella and inferred to be true in E. coli.  It has been shown that the synthesis and 
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expression of the flagellar and motility genes are regulated by several cues besides 

quorum sensing, including temperature [150], osmolarity [151], cAMP-CRP [152, 153], 

cell cycle control [154], RcsCDB [155], H-NS [156], and IHF [157].   Sperandio et al. 

have recently reported that the expression of flagella and motility in EHEC and E. coli 

K12 is regulated by quorum sensing through QseB&C [1].  Transcriptional fusions of 

flagella class 1 (flhDC), class 2 (fliA), and class 3 (fliC and motA) genes were reduced in 

an isogenic qseC mutant as compared to wild-type.  These data may suggest that 

QseB&C act to regulate flagellar expression through the master regulator, flhDC.  The 

molecular mechanisms by which QseBC regulate flhDC transcription are the subject of 

the studies in Chapter 5.   

 Class I Class II Class III

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.12 – The flagellar regulon of E. coli K-12.  The Class I genes (red), flhDC, are 
the master regulator of flagella and motility.  FlhDC activate the transcription of the 
Class II genes (green), which encodes proteins that make up the hook-basal body, a sigma 
factor, and an anti-sigma factor.  Once the hook-basal body is completely formed, the 
anti-sigma factor is exported and the sigma factor is free to activate the transcription of 
the Class III genes (blue).  The Class III genes encode proteins that form the external 
flagellar filament and the motility proteins.  Figure adapted from [149]. 
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QseB&C TRANSCRIPTIONAL AUTOREGULATION 

 

The genomic organization of the QseB&C two-component system gives us some 

clues as to its regulation.  The translational stop site of qseB overlaps with the 

translational start codon of qseC (Figure 1.13), suggesting that the qseBC genes may be 

transcribed in an operon.  Studies that investigate the possibility that qseBC are 

transcribed in an operon are described in Chapter 6.  Additionally, it is well known that 

many two-component systems act to positively regulate their own transcription [158], a 

theory that was investigated in Chapter 6.   
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Figure 1.13 – Genetic Organization of qseBC.  The translational stop site of qseB 
overlaps with the translational start codon of qseC, suggesting that qseBC may be 
transcribed in an operon.
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CHAPTER TWO 

OVERALL OBJECTIVE AND SYNOPSIS 
 
 
 

 EHEC is a human pathogen that colonizes the large intestine, causing the 

development of hemorrhagic colitis.  During infection, EHEC can sense and respond to 

environmental cues, such as the cell density of the normal flora in the intestine and the 

epinephrine/norepinephrine produced by the host.  This recognition, termed quorum 

sensing or cell-to-cell signaling, allows EHEC to activate production of its flagella in 

order to swim closer to the intestinal epithelium, aiding in colonization and disease.  

Sperandio et al. have previously shown that the quorum sensing E. coli regulators B and 

C (QseB&C), a two-component system in EHEC, are responsible for the regulation of  

flhDC, the master regulator of flagellar and motility genes, in response to quorum 

sensing.   

In order to better understand the signaling role of the QseB&C two-component 

system in EHEC, gene regulation studies with QseC, the membrane-bound sensor kinase, 

and QseB, the response regulator, were undertaken.  The data generated in these studies 

indicate that QseC autophosphorylates itself on a conserved histidine residue in response 

to epinephrine, a host signaling compound, or AI-3, a compound produced by the normal 

flora.  QseC is then able to transfer its phosphate to a conserved aspartate residue of the 
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response regulator, QseB.  This phosphorylation is the first indication that a bacterial 

quorum sensing component may be directly responding to a host factor during infection.   

Following phosphorylation, QseB acts as a transcription factor to directly regulate 

the expression of flhDC, the master regulator of flagella and motility genes.  

Comprehensive deletion analyses and electrophoretic mobility shift assays using the 

flhDC promoter region suggest that QseB binds the promoter at both high- and low-

affinity sites.  Binding at both flhDC promoter sites may expose the FliA (σ28) promoter, 

which was mapped to be dependent on QseB&C.  FliA (σ28) may subsequently be able to 

interact with RNA polymerase in order to initiate flhDC transcription through the FliA 

(σ28) promoter.  Additionally, our data suggest that an unknown repressor is acting on the 

central region of the flhDC promoter.  DNaseI footprint analysis using the flhDC 

promoter regions was also performed.  These data allowed the proposal of a consensus 

sequence to which phosphorylated QseB binds in order to regulate gene transcription. 

As it is known that many two-component systems act to autoregulate their own 

transcription, additional transcriptional analyses were performed, indicating that QseB 

also autoregulates its own transcription.  Using the qseBC promoter and QseB, 

electrophoretic mobility shift assays and DNaseI footprint analyses were again executed.  

The results of these analyses, combined with the data from the flhDC promoter, allowed 

the proposal of a potential consensus sequence to which QseB binds in order to regulate 

transcription.  Using this sequence in an in silico search allowed us to identify potential 

novel targets of QseB regulation.   
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Through the use of both genetic and biochemical methodologies, a comprehensive 

functional analysis of the mechanism by which the QseB&C two-component system 

regulates the transcription of both itself and the flagellar master regulator, flhDC, in 

EHEC was performed.  An in-depth understanding of how this two-component system 

regulates gene expression may allow us to gain insight into the regulation of virulence in 

enterohemorrhagic E. coli. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
 
 
 

Bacterial strains, plasmids, and media 

All bacterial strains and plasmids utilized in this study are listed in Table 3.1.  E. 

coli strains were grown aerobically in either LB (EMD Science) or tryptone medium 

(EMD Science) at 37oC.  Antibiotics were added, as necessary, at the following 

concentrations: 100 µg ml -1 ampicillin, 30 µg ml-1 chloramphenicol, 50 µg ml -1 

kanamycin, and 25 µg ml-1 tetracycline.  The enterohemorrhagic E. coli O157:H7 wild-

type strain, 86-24, is streptomycin-resistant and is referred to as “wild-type” in all studies.  

E. coli DH5α (New England Biolabs) was used as a host for all plasmid constructions and 

protein purifications. 
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Table 3.1 - Bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study. 

Strain/Plasmid Genotype/Description Reference 

Strain   

86-24 Wild-type EHEC strain (serotype O157:H7) [17] 

DH5α 
supE44  lacU169 (80 lacZ M15) hsdR17 recA1 endA1 

gyrA96 thi-1 relA1 
Stratagene 

MC4100 
araD139 (argF-lac)U169 rpsL150 relA1 fblB3501 

deoC1 ptsF25 rbsR 
[159] 

MC1000 araD139 D(araABC-leu)7679 galU galK D(lac)X74 rpsL thi [160] 

VS138 86-24 qseC mutant [1] 

VS179 VS138 with plasmid pVS178 [1] 

VS184 MC1000 qseC mutant [1] 

VS185 VS184 with plasmid pVS178 [1] 

MC475 86-24 fliA mutant [161] 

MC548 MC475 with plasmid pMC546 [161] 

MC265 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –100bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC289 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –100bp) in VS184 [161] 

MC309 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –100bp) in VS185 [161] 

MC262 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –200bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC228 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –200bp) in VS184 [161] 

MC303 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –200bp) in VS185 [161] 

MC328 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –300bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC291 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –300bp) in VS184 [161] 
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Strain/Plasmid Genotype/Description Reference 

Strain   

MC311 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –300bp) in VS185 [161] 

MC331 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –450bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC292 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –450bp) in VS184 [161] 

MC313 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –450bp) in VS185 [161] 

MC322 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –550bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC347 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –550bp) in VS184 [161] 

MC222 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –650bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC299 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –650bp) in VS184 [161] 

MC315 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –650bp) in VS185 [161] 

MC217 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –800bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC238 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –800bp) in VS184 [161] 

MC305 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –800bp) in VS185 [161] 

MC471A Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –900bp) in MC1000 [161] 

MC437 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –900bp) in VS184 [161] 

MC463 Single-copy flhDC::lacZ (+50bp to –900bp) in VS185 [161] 

MC468 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-10bp to +130bp) in MC1000 [162] 

MC469 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-10bp to +130bp) in VS184 [162] 

MC497 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-10bp to +130bp) in VS185 [162] 

MC389 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-120bp to +130bp) in MC1000 [162] 

MC438 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-120bp to +130bp) in VS184 [162] 

MC465 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-120bp to +130bp) in VS185 [162] 
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Strain/Plasmid Genotype/Description Reference 

Strain   

MC466 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-240bp to +130bp) in MC1000 [162] 

MC398 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-240bp to +130bp) in VS184 [162] 

MC464 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-240bp to +130bp) in VS185 [162] 

MC385 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-360bp to +130bp) in MC1000 [162] 

MC298 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-360bp to +130bp) in VS184 [162] 

MC476 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-360bp to +130bp) in VS185 [162] 

MC468 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-500bp to +130bp) in MC1000 [162] 

MC469 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-500bp to +130bp) in VS184 [162] 

MC498 Single-copy qseBC::lacZ (-500bp to +130bp) in VS185 [162] 

pMC29 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –200) [162] 

pMC30 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –300) [162] 

pMC31 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –450) [162] 

pMC32 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –550) [162] 

pMC85 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –650) [162] 

pMC33 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –800) [162] 

   

Plasmid   

pRS551 lacZ reporter gene fusion vector [163] 

TOPO Cloning vector with topoisomerase Invitrogen 

pBADMycHis a C-terminal Myc-His tag vector Invitrogen 

pACYC184 Cloning vector NEB 
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Strain/Plasmid Genotype/Description Reference 

Plasmid   

pBAD33 Cloning vector [164] 

pBR322 Cloning vector [165] 

pKM201 λRed helper plasmid [166] 

pKD3 λRed template plasmid [166] 

pCP20 λRed resolvase plasmid [166] 

pVS154 EHEC qseB in pBADMycHis a [161] 

pVS159 qseBC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (-500 to +130) [167] 

pVS174 EHEC flhDC promoter in Topo [161] 

pVS175 EHEC fliC promoter in pRS551 [1] 

pVS178 EHEC qseBC in pBADMycHis a [1] 

pVSAP bla::lacZ in pRS551 [78] 

pMC28 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –100) [161] 

pMC29 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –200) [161] 

pMC30 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –300) [161] 

pMC31 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –450) [161] 

pMC32 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –550) [161] 

pMC85 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –650) [161] 

pMC33 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –800) [161] 

pVS182 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (+50 to –900) [1] 

pMC540 flhDC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (-36 to –900) [161] 

pMC546 EHEC fliA in pACYC184 [161] 
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Strain/Plasmid Genotype/Description Reference 

Plasmid   

pMC278 qseBC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (-360 to +130) [162] 

pMC52 qseBC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (-240 to +130) [162] 

pMC53 qseBC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (-120 to +130) [162] 

pMC54 qseBC::lacZ in pRS551, base pairs (-10 to +130) [162] 

   

Phage   

λRS45 Specialized transducing phage for constructing lacZ 
operon fusions 

[163] 
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Recombinant DNA techniques 

Standard methods were used to perform plasmid purification (Sigma Miniprep 

Kit) and E. coli K12 transformation [165].  EHEC was transformed using electroporation.  

Briefly, EHEC strains were grown to an O.D.600 of 0.8, centrifuged down, and the cells 

were resuspended in cold water.  Aliquots of electrocompetent cells were electroporated 

using the Gene Pulser apparatus set at 200 Ω for 5 seconds.  PCR reactions were 

performed using either Taq or Pfx-proofreading enzymes according to standard 

procedures [165].  DNA fragments were purified from agarose gels using the QIAquick 

gel extraction kit (Qiagen).  All oligonucleotide primers are listed in Table 3.2.  Ligation 

and restriction digests were carried out using enzymes purchased from Invitrogen 

according to manufacturer’s instructions.  

 Plasmid pVS154 was constructed by amplifying the qseB gene from the K12 

strain MG1655 using Pfx DNA polymerase (Gibco BRL) with primers K2164 and K2166 

and cloning the resulting PCR product into the EcoRI-KpnI cloning site of vector 

pBADMycHisA (Invitrogen).  The QseB protein from the K-12 strain has only three 

conserved amino acid changes from the EHEC QseB.  Plasmid pVS155 was constructed 

by amplifying the qseC gene from the K12 strain MG1655 using Pfx DNA polymerase 

(Gibco BRL) with primers K2163 and K2165 and cloning the resulting PCR product into 

the EcoRI-KpnI cloning site of vector pBADMycHisA (Invitrogen).  Plasmid pVS174 

was constructed by amplifying the flhD regulatory region from EHEC using primers 

FlhD EH-R and FlhD EH-F. 
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Table 3.2 - Oligonucleotides used in this study. 
 
Primer Name Sequence 
FlhD EH-R 5’ –CGCGGATCCTCAGCAACTCGGAGGTATGC- 3’ 
FlhD EH-F 5' -CCGGAATTCCAAGCATCGGCGCAGCTAAT- 3' 
K2164 5' -CGGGGTACCCCTGATAGAAGATGACATGCTG- 3' 
K2166 5' -CCGGAATTCCCTTTCTCACCTAATGTGTAACC- 3' 
FlhDF-A 5' -CCGGAATTCACCAAAAAGTGGCTCTGCT- 3' 
FlhDF-B 5' -CCGGAATTCAAAATCGCAGCCCCCCTCCG- 3' 
FlhDF-C 5' -CGGGAATTCTTTGCTTGCTAGCGTAGCGA- 3' 
FlhDF-D 5' -CCGGAATTCGTTGTGCGGTAAGTGTCTGT- 3' 
FlhDF-E 5' -CCGGAATTCATGTACTGATTCCCCGCATT- 3' 
FlhDF-F 5' -CCGGAATTCTGGAGAAACGACGCAATCCC- 3' 
FlhDF-G 5' -CCGGAATTGGCTTTTGCCAGCAGTTGCTG- 3' 
FliA-F 5’ –GTCGACCTGTAAATGTGAACTCCGCG- 3’ 
FliA-R 5’ –TCTAGACTGTTTCAGTGTAGAGCCA- 3’ 
FliAλRed-F long 5’ –TCATTTCACCCACTAATCGTCCGATTAAAAACCCTGC 

AGAAACGGATAATCATGCCGATAACTCATATAACGCAG 
GGCTGGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTCG- 3’ 

FliAλRed-R long 5’ –GATAGCGGCTTAATGGCGGTCTTTTCAGGTGCTGCAC 
CATCATTAAGAACTCCTGGTAGTCAAAGTTAAAGTGCGG
CCATATGAATATCCTCCTTA- 3’ 

K2181 5' -CCGGAATTCTCCAGTGTCAGGTTTGTCAT- 3' 
K2182 5' -CGCGGATCCCCGTCGCCAATCAGCATGTC- 3' 
QseBF-A 5’ –CCGGAATTCCCAGTCTTTATCGACTTCACCC -3’ 
QseBF-B 5’ -CCGGAATTCGAGATCGTCAGAGATGCGTT -3’ 
QseBF-C 5’ -CCGGAATTCCTGACTTTGCGTTGCCGATG -3’ 
QseBF-D 5’ -CCGGAATTCATGTCTGTTTCCGAGCATTT -3’ 
K2164 5' -CGGGGTACCCCTGATAGAAGATGACATGCTG- 3' 
K2166 5' -CCGGAATTCCCTTTCTCACCTAATGTGTAACC- 3' 
ApF 5’ -GGAATTCGAAAGGGCCTCGTGATACGC -3’ 
ApR 5’ –CGGGATCCGGTGAGCAAAAACAGGAAGG -3’ 
K2026 5’ -CCGGAATTCAGCCTGACGCGCAGACTAAG -3’ 
K2164 5’ -CGGGGTACCCCTGATAGAAGATGACATGCTG -3’ 
360R 5’ – GTGAAGTCGATAAAGACTGG -3’ 
QseBλRed-F long 5’ –GTCCTTAACAACTTCTTAAGGGAAAAAAATAAAATT 

TAGTGCTGTACAGAGCGCGTTACAACACGGTTTACTGGCA
GCGTGTAGGCTGGAGCTGCTTCG  - 3’ 

QseBλRed-R long 5’ –AAAAGATTAGCGTCAGCCTGACGCGCAGACTAAGAC 
GTTGGGTAAATTTCATTTCTCACCTAATGTGTAACCAATA
CCATGCACCATATGAATATCCTCCTTA  - 3’ 
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RNA purification 

RNA purification was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions using 

the TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen).  RNA was isolated from strains 86-24, VS138, and 

VS179 grown in LB aerobically at 37oC to an O.D.600 of 0.8.  Briefly, these cells were 

centrifuged and resuspended in TRIzol solution.  After incubation at 65oC for 10 minutes, 

800 μl of chloroform was added, and the solution was centrifuged.  The aqueous colorless 

phase was extracted, and the RNA was washed and precipitated using isopropanol.  

Samples were resuspended in water and stored at -80oC until used. 

 

Primer extension analysis and sequencing ladders 
 

Primer extension analysis was performed as described previously [44].  Briefly, 

for determination of the flhDC transcriptional start site responsive to QseB&C, primer 

FlhD EH-R, located 10bp downstream of the ATG (Table 3.2) was end-labeled using γ32P 

dATP.  A total of 35 ug of RNA was incubated with the end-labeled primer and reverse-

transcribed using the SuperScriptTM First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR 

(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  A sequencing ladder was 

generated using the Sequenase Version 2.0 DNA Sequencing Kit (USB) according to 

manufacturer’s instructions.  The sequencing ladder was generated using primer FlhD 

EH-R and the plasmid pVS174. 

In order to determine the transcriptional start site for qseBC responsive to QseBC,  

primer K2182, located 40bp upstream of the ATG (Table 3.2), was utilized. The 

corresponding sequencing ladder was generated using primer K2182 and the plasmid 

template pVS159.  Mapping of the qseBC constitutive promoter was performed in the 
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same manner, using primer K2182 (Table 2) and RNA purified from strain VS138 

containing plasmid pVS154 in multi-copy. 

 

 

Reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) 

Eight micrograms of total RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using the 

SuperScriptTM First-Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR (Invitrogen) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions.  The resulting cDNA was utilized for PCR with gene-

specific primers targeting qseB (K2026) and qseC (K2164) (Table 3.2).  In addition, a 

positive control with genomic EHEC DNA (strain 86-24), and a negative control without 

the addition of reverse-transcriptase were used. 

 

Construction of operon fusions with lacZ 

Construction of transcriptional operon fusions with a promoterless lacZ were 

created by PCR amplifying the regulatory regions using Pfx polymerase (Invitrogen) and 

cloning the resulting fragments into the Eco RI / Bam HI (Invitrogen) restriction sites of 

plasmid pRS551 [163]. 

 For the flhDC promoter, pMC28 was constructed by amplifying the regulatory 

region upstream of flhDC (+50bp to –100bp) using the primers FlhD EH-R and FlhDF-A.  

Plasmid pMC29 was constructed by amplifying the regulatory region upstream of flhDC 

(+50bp to –200bp) using the primers FlhD EH-R and FlhDF-B.  Plasmid pMC30 was 

constructed by amplifying the regulatory region upstream of flhDC (+50bp to –300bp) 

using the primers FlhD EH-R and FlhDF-C.  Plasmid pMC31 was constructed by 
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amplifying the regulatory region upstream of flhDC (+50bp to –450bp) using the primers 

FlhD EH-R and FlhDF-D.  Plasmid pMC32 was constructed by amplifying the regulatory 

region upstream of flhDC (+50bp to –550bp) using the primers FlhD EH-R and FlhDF-E.  

Plasmid pMC85 was constructed by amplifying the regulatory region upstream of flhDC 

(+50bp to –650bp) using the primers FlhD EH-R and FlhDF-F.  Plasmid pMC33 was 

constructed by amplifying the regulatory region upstream of flhDC (+50bp to –800bp) 

using the primers FlhD EH-R and FlhDF-G.  These plasmids were introduced into wild-

type (86-24), qseC- (VS138), and complemented (VS179) EHEC strains. 

For the qseBC promoter, plasmid pMC278 was constructed by amplifying the 

regulatory region upstream of qseBC (-360bp to +130bp) using primers QseBF-A and 

K1282.  Plasmid pMC52 was constructed by amplifying the regulatory region upstream 

of qseBC (-240bp to +130bp) using primers QseBF-B and K2182.  Plasmid pMC53 was 

constructed by amplifying the regulatory region of qseBC (-120bp to +130bp) using 

primers QseBF-C and K2182.  Plasmid pMC54 was constructed by amplifying the 

regulatory region of qseBC (-10bp to +130bp) using primers QseBF-D and K2182.  All 

primer sequences are listed in Table 3.2. 

 To generate single-copy chromosomal lacZ fusions, the constructs in pRS551 

were transferred into the chromosome of MC1000 (recA+) using the specialized 

transducing phage λRS45 [163].  Overnight cultures of these donor strains were 

resuspended in 0.5 volumes 0.01 M MgSO4 and combined with 1 x 107 pfu.  Phage 

particles were allowed to absorb for 15 minutes at 27oC, placed in 2.5 mL top agar, and 

overlaid on LB plates that were incubated overnight at 37oC.  Phage lysates were then 

harvested.  In order to transfer fusions to single-copy into the chromosome, these phage 
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lysates were combined with an equal volume of the recipient strains, MC1000 and VS184 

in 0.01 M MgSO4, and absorbed for 15 minutes at room temperature.  At this point, 2 mL 

LB supplemented with 2 mg/ml maltose was added, incubated for two hours at 37oC, and 

plated on LB agar containing kanamycin and X-gal.  All resulting transductants were 

streak purified, screened for loss of ampicillin resistance, and assayed for β-galactosidase 

activity.  The resulting transductants are listed in Table 3.1. 

  

β-galactosidase assays 

Bacteria containing lacZ fusions were grown overnight at either 37oC in LB or 

30oC in tryptone media containing the appropriate selective antibiotic.  Cultures were 

then diluted 1:100 and grown in LB supplemented with 0.2% arabinose to an O.D.600 of 

0.8.  These cultures were then diluted 1:10 in Z buffer (60 mM Na2HPO4•7H20, 40 mM 

NaH2PO4•H20, 10 mM KCl, 1 mM MgSO4•7H20, 50 mM β-mercaptoethanol) and 

assayed for β-galactosidase activity using o-nitrophenyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG) 

as a substrate as described previously [168]. 

 

Purification of QseB-His and QseC-His under native conditions 

In order to purify the His-tagged QseB protein, the E. coli strain containing 

pVS154 was grown at 37oC in LB to an O.D.600 of 0.7, at which point arabinose was 

added to a final volume of 0.2% and allowed to induce for three hours.  QseC-His was 

purified in the same fashion from a strain containing pVS155.  Protein purification was 

then performed using nickel columns according to manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen).  

Briefly, bacterial cells were pelleted and run through an Emulsiflex high-pressure 
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homogenizer.  5 mL of NiNTA slurry (Qiagen) was then added to the cell lysate mixture 

for one hour at 4oC.  The lysates/NiNTA mixture was then run through a nickel column 

(Qiagen), washed with lysis buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 20 mM 

imidazole), and eluted with elution buffer (50 mM NaH2PO4 pH 8.0, 300 mM NaCl, 250 

mM imidazole).  Protein purity was verified by running on an SDS-PAGE gel.  Both 

QseB-His and QseC-His are termed “QseB” or “QseC” throughout this dissertation. 

 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) 

In order to study the binding of QseB to the flhDC promoter, EMSAs were 

performed using purified QseB-His and PCR-amplified DNA probes.  Probes were end-

labeled with [γ-32P]-ATP (NEB) using T4 polynucleotide kinase using standard 

procedures [165], and gel-purified using the Qiagen PCR purification kit.  EMSAs were 

performed by adding increasing amounts of purified QseB-His protein (0 to 10 μg) to 

end-labeled probe (10 ng) in binding buffer  (500 μg ml-1 BSA (NEB), 50 ng poly-dIdC, 

60 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 5 mM EDTA, 3 mM DTT, 300 mM KCl, 25 mM MgCl2) with or 

without 0.1 M acetyl phosphate for 20 minutes at 4oC.  Immediately before loading, a 5% 

ficol solution was added to the mixtures.  The reactions were electrophoresed for 

approximately 8 hours at 180 V on a 6% polyacrylamide gel, dried, and exposed to 

KODAK X-OMAT film.  Double EMSAs were performed in the same manner, using 

identical concentrations of each end-labeled probe (5 ng). Competition reactions were 

performed by adding increasing amounts of unlabeled probe to EMSA reactions. 

In order to study the direct binding of QseB to its own promoter, electrophoretic 

mobility shift assays were performed using the purified QseB-His and PCR amplified 
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DNA probes.  Pfx (Invitrogen) was used to amplify the qseBC DNA probe from pMC53 

(-120bp to +130bp of qseBC) using primers QseB-B and K2182.  The bla region, used as 

a negative control, was amplified from pBR322 using primers ApR and ApF.  DNA 

probes were then end-labeled with [γ-32P]-ATP (NEB) using T4 polynucleotide kinase 

using standard procedures [165].  End-labeled fragments were run on a 6% 

polyacrylamide gel, excised, and purified using the Qiagen PCR purification kit.  

 

DNaseI footprinting 

DNaseI footprints were performed as described previously [52].  In order to 

footprint the flhDC promoter, PCR primers flhDC-C and flhDFR-F were end-labeled 

with [γ-32P]-ATP (NEB) using T4 polynucleotide kinase using standard procedures [165] 

and utilized in a PCR reaction with unlabeled primers flhD EH-R and flhDF-F, 

respectively, to create single-end labeled PCR probes.  The binding reactions were 

performed as described for EMSAs with purified, phosphorylated QseB-His (0 to 5μg) 

for 20 minutes at 4oC.  A 1:500 dilution of DNaseI (Invitrogen), 5 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM 

CaCl2 were added and incubated at room temperature for 2 minutes.  The reaction was 

stopped by adding 100 μl of stop solution (200 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 1% SDS).  

The protein was then subject to phenol-chloroform extraction, and the DNA was 

precipitated using 7.5 M NH4OAc, pH 7.5, 100% EtOH, and 1 μ1 glycogen.  The DNaseI 

reactions were run on a 6% polyacrylamide gel next to a sequencing reaction (Sequenase 

kit, USB) from pVS182 using primers flhD EH-R and flhDF-F. 

In order to footprint the qseBC promoter, primers K2181 and K2182 were end 

labeled by standard procedures [165] using [γ-32P]-ATP (NEB).  The resulting labeled 
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primers were utilized in a PCR reaction with unlabeled primers 360R and QseBF-C 

(Table 3.2), respectively.  The resulting single-end labeled PCR products were used in 

binding reactions as described for EMSAs with purified, phosphorylated QseB-His (0 to 

5 μg) for 20 minutes at 4oC and as described above.  Once again, the DNaseI reactions 

were run on a 6% polyacrylamide gel next to a sequencing reaction (Sequenase kit, USB) 

from pVS159 using primers K2181 and K2182. 

      

fliA isogenic mutant construction 

Construction of an isogenic fliA mutant was carried out as previously described 

[166].  Briefly, 86-24 cells containing pKM201 were prepared for electroporation, as 

described for DNA methods.  A fliA PCR product was generated using primers 

FliAλRed-F long and FliAλRed-R long and pKD3 as a template (Table 2) and gel 

purified. Electroporation of the PCR product into these cells was performed, cells were 

incubated at 37oC for 2 hours and the expression of lambda Red Recombinase was 

induced. These cells were then plated on media containing 30 µg ml-1chloramphenicol 

overnight at 37oC.  Resulting colonies were patched for chloramphenicol resistance, to 

select for recombination, and ampicillin sensitivity, to select for loss of the plasmid 

expressing the recombinase.  Positive clones were then verified by PCR for the absence 

of the gene.  The chloramphenicol cassette was then resolved from the mutant in order to 

create a nonpolar, isogenic fliA mutant.  Plasmid pCP20, encoding a resolvase, was 

electroporated into the mutant strain in order to eliminate the chloramphenicol cassette.  

The resulting colonies were patched for chloramphenicol sensitivity, and sequenced in 

order to verify that the loss of the gene did not result in a frame shift mutation.  The 
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nonpolar fliA mutant was then complemented with vector pMC546 that was constructed 

by amplifying the fliA gene from EHEC genomic DNA using primers FliA-F and FliA-R 

and cloning the resulting fragment into the Sal I / Xba I sites of vector pACYC184. 

 

qseB isogenic mutant construction 

Construction of an isogenic qseB mutant in EHEC was carried out as described 

above for fliA [166].  The qseB PCR product was generated using primers QseBλRed-R 

long and QseBλRed-F long (Table 3.2).  The resulting colonies were PCR verified and 

sequenced for the absence of the gene. 

 

Western blotting  

Polycolonal anti-flagellin antiserum for western blot experiments was obtained 

from Dr. James B. Kaper at the University of Maryland.  Total protein extracts were 

prepared from strains 86-24, MC475, and MC548 grown in either LB or tryptone broth to 

an O.D.600 of 0.8.  The same amount of protein (determined using the Biorad protein 

assay) was added in each lane of the SDS-PAGE.  A cross-reactive band was utilized as a 

loading control.   

Polycolonal anti-Myc antiserum for western blot experiments was obtained from 

Invitrogen and used at a dilution of 1:5000.  Liposome fractions containing reconstituted 

QseC-His protein were blotted according to standard procedures [165].   
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Motility assays 

Motility assays were performed at 37oC on 0.3% agar plates containing tryptone 

media (1% tryptone and 0.25% NaCl) or LB.  Overnight cultures were stabbed into the 

motility agar, and motility halos were measured at 4, 8, and 16 hours. 

 

 

Reconstitution of QseC-His into liposomes 

Liposomes were reconstituted as described by Janausch et al [169].  Briefly, 50 

mg of E. coli phospholipids (Avanti Polar Lipids, 20 mg/ml in chloroform) were 

evaporated and then dissolved into 5 ml potassium phosphate buffer containing 80 mg N-

octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside.  The solution was dialyzed overnight against potassium 

phosphate buffer.  The resulting liposome suspension was subjected to freeze/thaw in 

liquid N2.  The liposomes were then destabilized by the addition of 26.1 mg 

dodecylmaltoside, and 2.5 mg of QseC-His was added, followed by stirring at room 

temperature for 10 minutes.  261 mg of Biobeads were then added to remove the 

detergent, and the resulting solution was allowed to incubate at 4oC overnight.  The 

supernatant was then incubated with fresh Biobeads for 1 hour in the morning.  The 

resulting liposomes containing reconstituted QseC-His were frozen in liquid N2 and 

stored at -80oC until used. 

 

Phosphorylation of QseC-His in liposomes 

20 μl of the liposomes containing QseC-His were adjusted to 10 mM MgCl2 and 1 

mM DTT, and various concentrations of agonist or antagonist (see below), frozen and 
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thawed rapidly in liquid N2, and kept at room temperature for 1 hour.  0.625 μl of [γ32P] 

dATP (110 TBq/mmol) was added to each reaction.  To some reactions, 10 μg of QseB-

His was added.  At each time point (0, 10, 30, 60, or 120 minutes), 20 μl of SDS loading 

buffer was added.  For all experiments involving QseC alone, a time point of 10 minutes 

was used.  The samples were run on SDS-PAGE according to standard procedures [165] 

and visualized via phosphorimager.  The bands were quantitated using ImageQuant 

version 5.0 (Amersham) software. 

 

Agonists and antagonists 

Various concentrations of agonist or antagonist were (Sigma) added to each of the 

liposome experiments, resulting in final concentrations as follows: 5 μM or 50 μM 

epinephrine, 50 μM norepinephrine , 50 μM or 500 μM phentolamine, 50 μM or 500 μM 

propranolol, 50 μM gastrin, 50 μM galanin, 50 μM secretin, 50 μM clonidine, and 500 

μM yohimbine.  Synthetic AI-2 (1:10) and purified AI-3 (1:10) were purified as 

described previously [119].  Briefly, AI-2 was synthesized in vitro using His-tagged 

purified Pfs, LuxS, and S-adenosyl-homocysteine substrate.  The AI-2 reaction mixtures 

contained 1 mM substrate, 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, and 1 mg/ml of each fusion 

protein.  After incubation, reactions were run through Biomax-5 ultrafree centrifugation 

filters (Millipore) to remove protein from the reaction products.  AI-3 was purified by 

growing EHEC strain 86-24, which produces AI-3, in DMEM at 370C to an OD600 of 1.0 

(Figure 3.1).  The bacteria were pelleted by centrifugation and the supernatant was 

filtered to ensure that it was free of bacterial cells.  With the assistance of Bhavani 

Sangres and J.R. Falck (Department of Biochemistry, UT Southwestern Medical Center), 
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we then performed size exclusion through a 3 kDa filter, adjusted the supernatants to pH 

3, and passed the supernatant through a C18-sold phase extraction column. The column 

was then washed with methanol, pH 8 buffered, and sequentially washed with water and 

increasing portions of methanol.  AI-3 was selectively removed in the 60% 

Methanol/water fraction, evaporated, and purified by RP-HPLC (Figure 3.1). Tritiated 

norepinephrine was obtained from Amersham Biosciences and used at a final 

concentration of 5 μM or 10 μM. 

 
Figure 2. C18-Solid Phase Extraction Scheme
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Figure 3.1 – AI-3 purification scheme. E. coli are grown and the supernatant is collected.  
Size exclusion is then performed through a 3kDa filter, and the supernatants are adjusted 
to pH 3 and passed through a C18-sold phase extraction column. The column is then 
washed with methanol, pH 8 buffered, and sequentially washed with water and increasing 
portions of methanol.  AI-3 is selectively removed in the 60% Methanol/water fraction, 
evaporated, and purified by RP-HPLC.  
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Determination of tritiated ligand binding 

In order to determine the concentration of tritiated norepinephrine that was bound 

to QseC-His in the liposomes, 20 μl of the liposome containing QseC-His were adjusted 

to 10 mM MgCl2 1 mM DTT, and either 5 μM tritiated norepinephrine, 10 μM tritiated 

norepinephrine or 5 μM tritiated norepinephrine plus 50 μM phentolamine.  The 

liposomes were frozen and thawed rapidly in liquid N2, and kept at room temperature for 

1 hour.  0.625 μl of [γ32P] dATP (110 TBq/mmol) was added to each reaction.  After 10 

minutes, SDS loading dye was added, and the samples were run on SDS-PAGE 

according to standard procedures [165] and visualized via phosphorimager.  The bands 

containing phosphorylated QseC-His were precisely excised and then counted in a 

scintillation counter. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER FOUR 

QseC, A BACTERIAL ADRENERGIC RECEPTOR 
 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

It is estimated that the total microbial population within the gastrointestinal (GI) 

tract (approximately 1014 cells) exceeds the total number of mammalian cells 

(approximately 1013) by an order of magnitude [170].  The density of bacteria can vary 

greatly along the GI tract, the site of the largest and most complex environment in the 

mammalian host.  It is estimated that the majority of the normal flora, which co-exist 

intimately with their host, reside in the colon [170].  The bacterial flora is extremely 

important in human development, as well as in shaping the innate immune system [171]. 

With the enormous number and diversity of bacteria present in the GI tract, it is not 

surprising that the members of this community may communicate amongst themselves 

and with the host to coordinate various processes.   

60 
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The intestine plays host to a broad range and high density of normal bacterial 

flora that are beneficial in human development.  Detrimental interactions with pathogenic 

bacteria, however, can lead to the development of disease.  Given these polar 

relationships, it is important to study communication between prokaryotes and their 

eukaryotic host.  It has been shown that the epithelia from the GI tract maintain an 

inflammatory hyporesponsiveness toward the prokaryotic normal flora [172], and that 

bacterial autoinducers have immunomodulatory activities, including the production of IL-

8 [173], the inhibition of lymphocyte proliferation, TNFα, and IL-12 production [130]. 

Currently, little is known about the signaling interactions between pathogenic 

bacteria and the host.  It has been hypothesized that bacteria must sense and recognize the 

host environment in order to activate genes essential for colonization.  We tested this idea 

at a molecular level using EHEC 0157:H7, a pathogenic bacterium capable of colonizing 

the human intestine and causing the development of hemorrhagic colitis and hemolytic 

uremic syndrome after ingestion of contaminated food or water [3].  Sperandio et al. 

previously reported that EHEC activates its virulence genes in response to the 

autoinducer AI-3, produced by the endogenous GI bacterial flora, and human hormones 

produced naturally by the host, epinephrine/norepinephrine [119].  An isogenic mutant in 

qseC, a sensor kinase in the predicted QseBC two-component system in EHEC, was 

unable to recognize both bacterial AI-3 and host epinephrine [119], suggesting that QseC 

may be acting as a bacterial adrenergic receptor that interacts directly with these 

compounds.  This hypothesis, which we test here, suggests that there may be potential 

cross-communication between the AI-3 bacterial signaling system and the 

epinephrine/norepinephrine signaling system through QseC. 
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RESULTS 

 
 

 
Reconstitution of QseC into liposomes 

 

In order to determine the role of the QseB&C two-component system in signaling, 

qseC from EHEC was cloned into a C-terminal Myc-His vector, overexpressed, and 

purified under native conditions on a nickel-affinity column.  We were not able to 

observe QseC autophosphorylation in solution under various buffer conditions in vitro 

(data not shown).  This is not unusual, as most studies of sensor kinases were gained with 

soluble domains of the protein obtained by genetic truncation [174-180].   However, 

Janausch et al. were able to study the phosphorylation and signaling of the DcuSR two-

component system by solubilizing DcuS and reconstituting it into an artificial membrane 

system, liposomes [181].  As most sensor kinases are membrane-bound, we also 

endeavored to reconstitute purified QseC-MycHis protein into “in vitro” synthesized 

liposomes.   

Liposomes afford several advantages over other in vitro phosphorylation studies, 

especially considering the fact that the QseC sensor kinase is membrane-bound in vivo.  

Firstly, functionality can be easily assessed due to the fact that QseC-MycHis adopts an 

inside-out orientation (Figure 4.1A); that is to say that the stimulus binding domain is 

inside the liposomes while the kinase domain is located outside.  Orientation has been 

established by previous groups [174] and can be concluded from the accessibility of ATP 

to the kinase site without disruption of the liposomes.  Additionally, this system allows us 
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to “load” the liposome with agonists and antagonists so that we can determine the effect 

of specific compounds on the auto-phosphorylation of QseC.   

To create the liposomes, 50 mg of E. coli phospholipids were evaporated and 

dialyzed.  The resulting liposomes were incubated with small amounts of 

dodecylmaltoside to achieve “onset solubilization” [182].  QseC-MycHis was then mixed 

into the solution, and the detergent was removed by treatment with BioBeads, resulting in 

the successful incorporation of QseC-MycHis into liposomes.  In order to verify protein 

incorporation, western blot analysis using anti-Myc antibody was performed (Figure 

4.1B).  QseC-MycHis, hereafter referred to as QseC, was successfully incorporated into 

liposomes in all cases. 
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Figure 4.1 – QseC-MycHis Reconstituted into Liposomes.  A.) Graphic depiction of the 
“inside out” orientation of QseC-MycHis in the liposome.  B.) Western blot of QseC-
MycHis liposomes using an anti-myc antibody. 
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QseC autophosphorylation in response to agonists and antagonists 

 

Because it has previously been shown that a qseC mutant is unable to respond to 

the addition of epinephrine/norepinephrine, we hypothesized that QseC may be directly 

sensing these signaling compounds.  To test this theory, we reconstituted QseC into the 

liposome system, with or without loading the liposomes with 5-50 µM epinephrine.  

Figure 4.2A shows that, in the presence of epinephrine, QseC appears to increase its level 

of autophosphorylation as compared to liposomes to which no epinephrine was added.  

This suggests that QseC is a bacterial protein that may be directly responding to the 

presence of the human hormone, epinephrine.  In order to further determine the 

specificity of the response of QseC to epinephrine/norepinephrine, we tested whether 

QseC could sense and respond to other intestinal hormones.  Figure 4.2B shows that 

QseC autophosphorylation increases with the addition of both 5 μM and 50 μM 

epinephrine, although the effect is only statistically significant with 50 μM epinephrine.  

The addition of 50 μM norepinephrine (NE) also acts to increase the autophosphorylation 

of QseC (data not shown).  The addition of other intestinal hormones, 50 μM gastrin, 50 

μM secretin, or 50 μM galanin, had no effect on the amount of QseC autophosphorylation 

(Figure 4.2B).  Each graph represents results from three separate experiments, on which 

we performed a student’s T-test in order to determine whether the results were 

statistically significant.  The level of phosphorylation was not significantly different 

between any of the intestinal hormones (secretin, gastrin, and galanin) and the control 

where no signal was added, suggesting that these hormones do not play a role in signaling 
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through QseC.  However, these results show that there is a statistically significant 

response to epinephrine (Figure 4.2A) and NE (data not shown). 
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Figure 4.2 – QseC autophosphorylation in response to agonists/antagonists.  A.) QseC 
increases its autophosphorylation in response to epinephrine.  B.) QseC does not increase 
its autophosphorylation in response to other intestinal hormones, including gastrin, 
galanin, or secretin.  C.) The autophosphorylation of QseC is inhibited by the α -
adrenergic antagonist, phentolamine (PE) but not the β -adrenergic antagonist, 
propranolol (PO). 
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It is known that there is a considerable amount of epinephrine and NE in the 

human intestinal tract, and that its neuronal response in the colon can be blocked by the 

β-adrenergic receptor antagonist propranolol (PO) and the α-adrenergic receptor agonist 

phentolamine (PE).  Due to the fact that QseC autophosphorylation appears to be 

responding to the addition of Epi/NE, we investigated whether we could block this 

response using PO or PE.  Figure 4.2C shows that the addition of PO or PE alone appears 

to have no effect on QseC autophosphorylation.  According to our previous experiments, 

the addition of 5 μM Epi induced QseC autophosphorylation.  To address whether PO 

and PE could act as antagonists of Epi for QseC autophosphorylation, these experiments 

were performed in the presence of 5 μM Epi and an excess concentration (50 μM) of PE 

or PO.  Autophosphorylation of QseC is increased by Epi in the presence of PO (Figure 

4.2C), suggesting that PO cannot antagonize the recognition of Epi by QseC.  However, 

in the presence of PE, QseC was unable to respond to Epi (Figure 4.2C), suggesting that 

this α-adrenergic antagonist can block Epi recognition by QseC. 

We have previously shown that epinephrine/NE appear to cross-signal with the 

bacterial autoinducer AI-3 and not AI-2 [119].  In order to test whether QseC could 

respond to either of these autoinducer compounds, we performed the liposome 

experiment, adding either a 1:10 dilution of synthesized AI-2 (roughly 100 μM) or a 1:10 

dilution of purified AI-3 (roughly 100 nM).  Figure 4.3 shows that the addition of 

synthesized AI-2 appears to have no statistically significant difference in QseC 

autophosphorylation as compared to our negative control, where no signal was added to 

the liposome.  The addition of a 1:10 dilution of purified AI-3, however, did significantly 
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increase the amount of QseC autophosphorylation to a level similar to that obtained with 

epinephrine.   
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Figure 4.3 – QseC autophosphorylates in response to AI-3 but not AI-2. 
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The DcuS sensor kinase does not respond to adrenergic agonists 

 

 In order to verify the specificity of the response of QseC to AI-3 and epi/NE, we 

constructed a hybrid protein as a negative control.  The hybrid was created by swapping 

out the periplasmic sensing domain of QseC for the periplasmic sensing domain of EnvZ, 

a well-studied two-component signaling protein.  EnvZ is a membrane-bound sensor 

histidine kinase in E. coli, which has been shown to play a pivotal role in bacterial cell 

adaptation to changes in low extracellular osmolarity [183].  We were able to 

successfully create this hybrid protein and observe its complementation of the motility 

phenotype of a qseC mutant in EHEC in response to low osmolarity in tryptone media 

(Figure 4.4A).  Motility of the qseC mutant complemented with the hybrid protein, 

however, was not restored in high osmolarity in LB media (Figure 4.4B).   

Although we were able to observe the complementation of the motility phenotype 

by the hybrid sensing osmolarity in motility plates, we were not able to observe any 

autophosphorylation of the hybrid protein in the in vitro liposome assay (data not shown).  

It is possible that no phosphorylation was observed due to the fact that the specific signal 

for EnvZ is unknown.  Although the soluble cytoplasmic histidine kinase domain of 

EnvZ has been extensively studied, little is known about the structure of its periplasmic 

domain, which has been implicated in the sensing of specific signals that underlies its 

osmosensing function.   

 The only sensor kinase in E. coli other than QseC that has had its signal identified 

biochemically is the two-component sensor kinase DcuS.  We decided to utilize this 

protein as a negative control for AI-3/Epi/NE sensing in future studies.  DcuS of E. coli is 
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a membrane-bound sensor kinase that has successfully been reconstituted into liposomes 

[169].  Additionally, Janausch et al. have previously shown that DcuS increases its 

phosphorylation in liposomes in response to the signals fumarate and succinate.  Thus, 

future studies will utilize DcuS as a negative control to observe the effect of AI-3 and 

epi/NE on its autophosphorylation and signaling. 
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Figure 4.4 - Motility plate of wild-type, qseC mutant, and the qseC mutant 
complemented with the QseC/EnvZ hybrid protein.  A.) Tryptone media alone (low 
osmolarity).  B.) LB media alone (high osmolarity).  
 

 

 

QseC binds to tritiated norepinephrine 

 

Because we observed that the autophosphorylation of QseC increased in response 

to Epi, NE, and AI-3, we hypothesized that these compounds were directly interacting 

with the membrane-bound QseC sensor kinase to stimulate signaling.  In order to study 

binding, we again utilized the QseC liposome system.  5 μM and 10 μM tritiated 

norepinephrine (Amersham) alone or with 50 μM phentolamine were “loaded” into 

QseC-MycHis liposomes.  Next, [γ32P] dATP was added to the mixture for ten minutes.  
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Figure 4.5A reveals that QseC autophosphorylation increases with the addition of 

norepinephrine, as expected.  The addition of 5 μM norepinephrine plus 50 μM 

phentolamine appears to show no significant increase in the amount of QseC 

autophosphorylation as compared to liposomes with no signal added, again suggesting 

that phentolamine antagonizes NE recognition.  In order to determine whether or not the 

tritiated norepinephrine was binding to QseC, we then proceeded to excise the bands that 

contained phosphorylated QseC protein.  The bands were resuspended in scintillation 

fluid and counted, which allows the differential counting of 3H-NE (to assess binding) 

and γ32P-ATP (to assess autophosphorylation).  Figure 4.5B graphically shows the results 

of the study.  When 5 μM norepinephrine was added to the QseC liposome, we observed 

a 2.25-fold increase in the amount of tritium sample, which correlates with an increase in 

QseC autophosphorylation.  When 10 μM norepinephrine was loaded into the liposome, 

we observed a 4-fold increase in the amount of tritium in the sample but no significant 

increase in the amount of QseC autophosphorylation.  This could be due to the fact that 

QseC is very sensitive, and even a small amount of signal activates full 

autophosphorylation for a quick response.  Finally, when 5 μM NE and 50 μM PE were 

both loaded into the liposome, we observe a dramatic, 6-fold decrease in the amount of 

tritiated NE bound to QseC.  These data also correlate with the fact that there is no 

statistically significant increase in QseC autophosphorylation in the presence of excess 

PE, again suggesting that PE antagonizes the recognition of NE by QseC.  These data 

suggest that NE is directly interacting with QseC in order to increase autophosphorylation 

and that phentolamine antagonizes NE recognition by QseC. 
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Figure 4.5 – QseC increases autophosphorylation after a direct interaction with tritiated 
norepinephrine.   A.) Autophosphorylation of QseC increases in response to NE and but 
is inhibited by PE.  B.) Graphical representation of the level of QseC 
autophosphorylation (32P) and tritiated NE binding (3H). 
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QseC transfers a phosphate to its cognate response regulator, QseB 

 

QseB is predicted to be the cognate response regulator for QseC.  In order to 

determine whether QseB receives a phosphate from the QseC sensor kinase, we again 

utilized QseC-His liposomes loaded with 50 µM epinephrine.  5 μg of purified QseB-His 

and 250 μCi of γ32P dATP were also added to the reaction, after the liposomes had been 

stabilized.  Figure 4.6 shows that the QseC sensor kinase begins to autophosphorylate 

after ten minutes of incubation in the presence of Epi and transfers its phosphate to its 

cognate response regulator, QseB, following sixty minutes of incubation.  After 120 

minutes of incubation, it appears that QseC has transferred most of is phosphate to QseB.  

These data confirm that QseB&C do comprise a two-component system where QseC 

autophosphorylates itself and transfers its phosphate to its cognate response regulator, 

QseB. 
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Figure 4.6 – QseC transfers its phosphate to QseB, its cognate response regulator.
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DISCUSSION 

 

 Given the fact that the human GI tract is colonized by hundreds of different 

commensal bacteria, it is not surprising that some form of bacteria-host communication 

should occur.  The recent discovery of a new bacterial signaling molecule named AI-3, 

which cross-signals with the host epi/NE hormones, has led to a breakthrough in the 

study of cell-to-cell signaling between the host and pathogenic organisms [119].  AI-3 

activity has been found to be present in supernatants from several bacteria species, 

including EHEC, enteropathogenic E. coli, Shigella sp., Salmonella sp., E. coli K-12, 

Klebsiella pneumoniae, and Enterobacter cloacae (Sircili and Sperandio, unpublished 

results).  These data may suggest that AI-3 is an important signaling molecule that is 

present in many species of bacteria.  Thus, the possibility arises that EHEC has utilized 

its AI-3 QS system to exploit host signaling by “hijacking” Epi/NE compounds to 

activate its virulence genes and colonize the host. 

Histidine kinases (HK) are arguably one of the most widely used sensors of all 

signal-transduction enzymes in nature, being present in the Bacteria, Archaea and 

Eukarya [184, 185].  Bacteria utilize these HKs in order to coordinate responses to 

environmental cues.  Although there are no known HK present in animals, eukaryotes 

such as yeasts, fungi, plants, and protozoa also use histidine kinases in order to regulate 

hormone-dependent developmental processes [185].  Thus, it has been suggested that HK 

originated in bacteria and were later transferred into eukaryotes and archaea [186].  

Consequently, HKs have a complex evolutionary history that has only begun to be 

understood. 
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In this study, we have utilized an in vitro liposome system that allowed us to 

reconstitute purified QseC protein into a membranous environment.  Additionally, the 

liposomes can be “loaded” with signaling compounds in order to gauge the response of 

QseC to specific agonists and antagonists.  We were able to successfully observe an 

increase in QseC auto-phosphorylation (in response to AI-3 and epi/NE) and transfer of 

phosphate to QseB (Figures 4.1 – 4.6).  Furthermore, we demonstrated that QseC auto-

phosphorylation could be blocked by the addition of the α-adrenergic antagonist, 

phentolamine (PE).  This suggests that QseC’s recognition of signaling compounds may 

more closely resemble that of an α-adrenergic receptor.   

Very few signals or inhibitors for two-component systems are currently known.  

Roychoudhury [187] was the first to identify an inhibitory compound of the AlgR21 two-

component system of Pseudomonas aeruginosa.  AlgR21 regulates the transcription of 

alginate, which inhibits access of antimicrobials to the site of infection in cystic fibrosis 

patients [188].  Of the 25,000 synthetic and natural compounds screened, only 15 

inhibitors were identified, many of which contained aromatic rings [187].  Additionally, 

inhibitors have been identified through large screens, including several inhibitors for the 

KinA/SpoOF two-component system in B. subtilis [189, 190].  While many compounds 

have been reported as inhibitors of two-component systems, their mechanism of action 

and actual stimulatory signals are largely unknown [191].  Even less is known about 

signaling compounds that activate HKs.  One of the few systems for which a defined 

signal has been identified is the DcuS&R two-component system of E. coli, which 

controls the expression of genes of C(4)-dicarboxylate metabolism [192].  Janausch et al. 
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have shown that the autophosphorylation of DcuS, reconstituted into liposomes, is 

stimulated by the signals fumarate and succinate [181]. 

During infection, EHEC may utilize the QseB&C two-component signaling 

system to activate transcription of virulence genes.  Our datum suggests that both the AI-

3 produced by the normal flora and the Epi/NE produced naturally by the host are sensed 

by QseC, which then autophosphorylates upon a conserved histidine residue.  QseC 

subsequently transfers its phosphate to QseB, which goes on to regulate both is own 

transcription and the transcription of the flagellar and motility genes.  EHEC may then be 

able to swim to the intestinal epithelium, activate its type III secretion system, and form 

attaching and effacing lesions.  This knowledge may ultimately lead to the development 

of therapeutic drugs that may aid in the treatment of EHEC infections.  Furthermore, 

these studies may also yield a greater understanding of the communication between 

microbes and their host. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE 

TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF flhDC BY QseB&C AND σ28 
(FliA) IN EHEC 

 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

During infection, EHEC can sense and respond to environmental cues, such as the 

cell density of the normal flora in the intestine and the epinephrine/norepinephrine 

produced by the host.  This cell-to-cell signaling allows EHEC to activate its flagella in 

order to swim closer to the intestinal epithelium, aiding in colonization and disease.   

Sperandio et al. have previously shown that the quorum sensing E. coli regulators 

B and C (QseB&C), a two-component system in EHEC, are responsible for the regulation 

of the master regulator of flagella and motility genes, flhDC, in response to the AI-

3/epinephrine/norepinephrine cell-to-cell signaling system [1, 119].  An isogenic qseC 

mutant had reduced flagellin production and motility, and reduced transcription of 

flagellar genes [1].   

In this chapter, we describe the mechanism by which QseB&C regulates the 

transcription of flhDC.  We first mapped the transcriptional start site of flhDC responsive 

78 
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to QseB&C.  This transcriptional start site contains a class 2, FliA (σ28) promoter 

consensus sequence.  FliA-dependent flhDC transcription was confirmed using a 

nonpolar fliA mutant.  Additionally, we determined the minimal regions necessary for 

QseB&C activation of flhDC and QseB binding sites within the flhDC promoter and have 

utilized DNaseI footprinting techniques to define a QseB binding consensus sequence.  

Taken together, these data allowed us to propose a model of flhDC transcriptional 

regulation via QseB&C and FliA (σ28).  

 

 

RESULTS 
 
 
 
 
Primer extension analysis of the flhDC transcriptional start site   

 

In order to identify the specific flhDC promoter through which QseB&C regulate 

transcription, we performed primer extension analysis.  A primer was designed 

approximately 10 base pairs downstream from the translational start codon of the flhDC 

genes.  Primer extension analysis was then performed using cDNA synthesized from 

RNA that was purified from 86-24 (the wild-type EHEC strain), VS138 (the qseC 

isogenic mutant), and VS179 (complemented strain) grown in LB at 37oC to an O.D.600 

of 0.8 (Figure 5.1).  The transcriptional start site (TSS) of flhDC responsive to QseB&C 

was mapped to 51 base pairs upstream of the flhDC ATG translational start codon 

determined by Soutorina et al. 1999.  This TSS was present in both wild-type and 

complemented strains but not in the qseC- strain, suggesting that this transcriptional 
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regulation is lost in the absence of qseC.  A search for–10 and –35 consensus boxes led to 

the identification of a conserved FliA (σ28)–dependent consensus promoter sequence 

(Figure 5.1).  The flhDC promoter consisted of a potential FliA (σ28) –10 box (6/8 bp 

match to the consensus sequence) and a –35 box (6/8 bp match to the consensus 

sequence) [193].   The presence of this FliA (σ28)–dependent consensus promoter 

sequence suggested that σ28 (FliA) may play a role in activating the transcription of the 

master regulator of flagella and motility genes, flhDC.   
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Figure 5.1 - The transcriptional start site of flhDC responsive to QseB&C.  Primer 
extension analysis was performed with RNA from wild-type (86-24), qseC- (VS138), and 
complemented (VS179) strains grown at 37oC to and O.D.600 of 0.8.  The FliA (σ28) 
consensus sequence is shown, with the most highly conserved nucleotides depicted as 
larger letters and the less conserved nucleotides depicted as smaller letters [193].  The 
flhDC promoter sequence is also shown, with bold letters indicating nucleotides that 
match the consensus.  The flhDC FliA (σ28) –10 region has 6bp of 8bp conserved, and the 
–35 region has 6bp of 8bp conserved. 
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FliA-dependent flhDC transcription   

 

In order to test the hypothesis that FliA (σ28) plays a role in flhDC transcriptional 

initiation, a nonpolar fliA mutant was constructed in EHEC.  To confirm that the fliA 

mutant exhibited the same phenotypes as previously constructed fliA mutants from E. coli 

K-12 strains [194], a motility assay was performed (Figure 5.2A).  As expected, the 

motility of the fliA mutant is drastically reduced as compared to wild-type and 

complemented strains.  Additionally, we constructed a fliC::lacZ transcriptional fusion in 

order to confirm that the transcription of fliC (a flagellar class 3 gene) was decreased in 

the fliA mutant.  Figure 5.2B shows that the fliA mutant has a 3.5-fold reduction in fliC 

transcription, as compared to wild-type and complemented strains.  Finally, a western 

blot using an anti-flagellin antibody was performed (Figure 5.2C), again suggesting that 

the production of flagellin is drastically reduced in the fliA mutant as compared to wild-

type and complemented strains.  These results again confirm that the nonpolar fliA mutant 

in EHEC shows an identical phenotype to the fliA mutant of E. coli K-12 strains and that 

all of these phenotypes can be rescued upon complementation with fliA in trans. 
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Figure 5.2 - fliA mutant phenotypes.  A.) Tryptone motility plate with wild-type, fliA 
mutant, and complemented strains.  B.) β-galactosidase assays were performed in multi-
copy on a fliC::lacZ promoter fusion in wild-type (86-24), fliA- (MC475) and 
complemented (MC548) strains.  C.) Western blot of wild-type (86-24), fliA- (MC475) 
and complemented (MC548) strains using an anti-flagellin antibody.  D.) Diagram of the 
flagella regulon hierarchy.  flhDC, the class 1 genes, are represented by a white arrow.  
FlhDC regulate the class 2 genes, represented as gray arrows.  FliA (σ28) goes on to 
regulate the transcription of class 3 genes, represented by black arrows.  Our data indicate 
that FliA (σ28) may act to regulate the transcription of flhDC, a class 1 gene (dashed line).   
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 Shin and Park (1995) previously mapped an ambiguous flhDC transcriptional start 

site, while studying flhDC regulation by OmpR in E. coli K-12, using strains grown in 

tryptone broth to an O.D.560 of 0.4.  Soutourina, et al. also mapped a σ70 flhDC 

transcriptional start site in E. coli K-12, responsive to H-NS and CRP, under unspecified 

conditions at an O.D.600 of 0.4 [195].  We did not detect either of these TSS using EHEC 

grown in LB at 37oC to an O.D.600 of 0.8.  However, Shin and Park (1995) also reported a 

minor band of transcriptional initiation 128bp downstream of their major initiation site, 

which was not further discussed.  This minor site of initiation is the FliA (σ28) 

transcriptional start site that we found to be responsive to QseB&C in EHEC.    

To determine the role of the newly identified FliA (σ28) promoter in flhDC 

transcription in EHEC, we constructed several flhDC::lacZ transcriptional fusions and 

introduced these fusions in wild-type, fliA-, and complemented strains (Figure 5.3A).  The 

large plasmid construct pVS182 (+50bp to –900bp, containing the σ28, σ70, and 

ambiguous promoters) showed a 35-fold reduction in transcription in the fliA mutant 

compared to wild-type and complemented strains.  These data support the observation 

that the FliA (σ28) promoter may play an important role in flhDC transcription in EHEC. 
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Figure 5.3 - Analysis of flhDC transcription in the fliA mutant.  A.) β-galactosidase 
assays were performed in multi-copy using flhDC::lacZ promoter fusions in wild-type 
(86-24), fliA- (MC475) and complemented (MC548) strains grown at 37oC to and O.D.600 
of 0.8.  Fusion pMC30 and pVS182 contained both σ70 and σ28 promoters.  pMC540 
contains a small truncation of the flhDC promoter that eliminates the σ28 promoter but 
leaves the σ70 promoters intact.  B.)  β-galactosidase assays were performed in multi-copy 
using flhDC::lacZ promoter fusions in wild-type (86-24), fliA- (MC475) and 
complemented (MC548) strains grown at 30oC to and O.D.600 of 0.4. 
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 In order to further substantiate this observation, we also demonstrated that a 

smaller plasmid construct, pMC30 (+50bp to –300bp, containing the σ28, σ70, and 

ambiguous promoters) also showed a 20-fold reduction in transcription in the fliA mutant 

as compared to wild-type EHEC and complemented strains (Figure 5.3A).  Additionally, 

to specifically determine the role of the σ28 promoter in flhDC transcription, we 

constructed plasmid pMC540 (-36bp to –900bp), which contained a small truncation of 

the flhDC promoter, removing the FliA (σ28) promoter and containing only the intact σ70 

and ambiguous promoters.  Using plasmid pMC540, we observed that transcription of 

flhDC through the previously mapped σ70 and ambiguous promoters is similar to the 

background expression levels of the vector-alone negative control (pRS551) in all strains.  

This result suggests that flhDC transcription in EHEC strains grown in LB at 37oC to an 

O.D.600 of 0.8 is primarily initiated through the FliA (σ28) promoter.  The σ70 and 

ambiguous promoters may play a more significant role during transcription in E. coli K-

12 strains grown in tryptone media at 30oC to an O.D.600 of 0.4.   

 In order to determine if growth conditions did play a role in the determination of 

promoter activity in EHEC, β-galactosidase experiments were performed using the same 

transcriptional fusions (described above, Figure 5.3A) under the exact conditions that 

Shin and Park (1995) utilized to map the σ70 flhDC transcriptional start site in E. coli K-

12.  Our EHEC strains containing the transcriptional fusions were grown in tryptone 

broth to an O.D.560 of 0.4 at 30oC (Figure 5.3B).  Under these conditions, the large 

plasmid construct pVS182 (+50bp to –900bp, containing the σ28, σ70, and ambiguous 

promoters) again showed a reduction (10-fold) in transcription in the fliA mutant 

compared to wild-type and complemented strains.  The smaller plasmid construct, 
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pMC30 (+50bp to –300bp, containing the σ28, σ70, and ambiguous promoters) also 

showed a 16-fold reduction in transcription in the fliA mutant as compared to wild-type 

EHEC and complemented strains.  flhDC transcription from plasmid pMC540 (-36bp to –

900bp), which had no FliA (σ28) promoter and contained only the intact σ70 and 

ambiguous promoters was again lower than flhDC transcription from plasmids pVS182 

and pMC30, which contained the σ28 promoter.  However, under these growth conditions 

(tryptone broth to an O.D.560 of 0.4 at 30oC), pMC540 shows a 4-fold increase in 

transcription as compared to pRS551 (vector alone) (Figure 5.3B).  Although it is 

difficult to determine whether this effect is FliA-dependent, these data may suggest that 

the σ70  promoter mapped by Soutourina et al. [195]) and the ambiguous promoter 

mapped by Shin and Park [151] may play a role in flhDC transcription in EHEC that is 

grown in tryptone broth to an O.D.560 of 0.4 at 30oC.  However, flhDC transcription in 

EHEC appears to occur mostly through the FliA (σ28) promoter. 

 

 

Nested deletion analyses of the flhDC regulatory region   

 

Sperandio et al. have previously shown that a qseC mutant has decreased 

transcription of flagellar class 1, 2, and 3 genes in both EHEC and K-12 E. coli strains, 

and that QseC proteins from either strain can complement this qseC mutation, suggesting 

that QseB&C may function similarly in both strains [1].  In order to map the minimal 

region of the flhDC promoter that is necessary for activation by QseB&C, a series of 

nested deletions of the EHEC flhDC regulatory region were constructed (Figure 5.4A).  
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These promoter fragments were fused to a promoterless lacZ gene in plasmid pRS551 

and used for deletion analyses in multi-copy in EHEC strain 86-24 and K-12 strain 

MC1000, and also for single-copy deletion analysis in K-12 strain MC1000.  

Unfortunately, a single-copy deletion analysis in EHEC could not be performed due to 

the fact that EHEC is immune to λ transduction.  The multi-copy deletion analyses of the 

EHEC flhDC regulatory region in EHEC and K-12 backgrounds were identical, leading 

us to assume that the single-copy EHEC flhDC deletion analysis in K-12 is representative 

of the regulation in EHEC, as well.   

 Figure 5.4A depicts the flhDC::lacZ constructs.  The multi-copy deletion analysis 

in the EHEC background is shown in Figure 5.4B.  The large flhDC promoter construct, 

pVS182 (+50bp to –900bp) shows a 2.5-fold reduction in transcription in the qseC 

mutant as compared to wild-type and complemented strains.  Additionally, two smaller 

promoter constructs, pMC30 (+50bp to –300bp) and pMC31 (+50bp to –450bp) show a 

4.5-fold and 2.5-fold reduction in flhDC transcription in the absence of qseC as compared 

to wild-type and complemented strains.  All of the other fusions, pMC28 (+50bp to –

100bp), pMC29 (+50bp to –200bp), pMC32 (+50bp to –550bp), pMC85 (+50bp to –

650bp), and pMC33 (+50bp to –800bp) do not appear to depend on QseB&C for 

transcriptional activation.  Furthermore, although transcription from pMC33 (+50bp to –

800bp) did not appear to be dependent on the presence of qseBC, β-galactosidase 

activities were three fold lower than that of the full-length fusion, pVS182 in the wild-

type strain (+50bp to –900bp).  These data suggest that there may be an unidentified 

repressor acting in the central flhDC promoter region. 
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Figure 5.4 - Deletion analysis of flhDC.  A.) Diagram of flhDC promoter fusions in 
relationship to the FliA (σ28) transcriptional start site and ATG.  B.) β-galactosidase 
assays were performed in multi-copy on a series of flhDC::lacZ nested deletion promoter 
fusions in wild-type (86-24), qseC- (VS138) and complemented (VS179) strains.  Vector 
(pRS551) alone was used as a negative control.  C.) β-galactosidase assays were 
performed on single-copy chromosomal flhDC::lacZ transcriptional fusions in wild-type 
(MC1000), qseC- (VS184) and complemented (VS185) strains.   
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 To avoid copy number issues, as well as coiling effects, this deletion analysis was 

also performed in single-copy in the chromosome of K-12 (Figure 5.4C).  Given that we 

observed the identical regulation pattern of the EHEC flhDC promoter in the multi-copy 

analysis in both EHEC and K-12 backgrounds, we assumed that the single-copy analysis 

is also reflective of transcription in the EHEC background.  The large promoter fusion 

(+50bp to –900bp) and the small promoter fusion (+50bp to –300bp) showed a 

dependence on the presence of QseB&C for transcriptional activation.  The large 

promoter fusion (+50bp to -900bp) shows a 21-fold decrease, and the small promoter 

fusion (+50bp to -300bp) shows a three fold decrease in transcription in the absence of 

qseC as compared to wild-type and complemented strains.  These results suggest that 

these two regions may play a role in the transcriptional activation of flhDC by QseB&C.  

Similar to the multi-copy analysis, the other single-copy fusions derived from pMC28 

(+50bp to –100bp), pMC29 (+50bp to –200bp), pMC32 (+50bp to –550bp), pMC85 

(+50bp to –650bp), and pMC33 (+50bp to –800bp) did not show QseB&C-dependent 

activation of transcription.   The flhDC promoter region from +50bp to -800bp (pMC33) 

appears to be repressed in both single- and multi-copy analyses.  However, the fusion 

derived from pMC85 (+50bp to –650bp) shows low basal levels of transcription in 

single-copy as compared to multi-copy.  This may indicate that this region of the 

promoter may be under repression that is relieved in multi-copy.   
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QseB binds to two regions in the flhDC promoter   

 

 To determine if QseB directly interacts with the flhDC promoter region to activate 

transcription, we purified QseB-His protein under native conditions as described 

previously [162] to use in electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs).  This purified 

QseB-His protein should be mostly unphosphorylated, as it was highly over expressed in 

the strain and its cognate response regulator, QseC, was expressed at normal, wild-type 

levels.  The two QseB&C-dependent flhDC promoter regions (-300bp to +50bp and –

900bp to –650bp) and a bla promoter fragment (negative control) were PCR amplified 

and end-labeled with γ-32P dATP.  EMSAs using these promoter fragments and purified, 

mostly unphosphorylated QseB did not initially reveal a shift, indicating that 

unphosphorylated QseB was not binding to these promoter fragments (Figure 5.5A).    

 It has previously been shown that several response regulators can be 

phosphorylated by the addition of a small phosphodonor to the reaction [196].  To 

investigate whether or not the phosphorylation of QseB was necessary for binding to the 

flhDC promoter fragments, we performed EMSAs to which 0.1 M of the phosphodonor 

acetyl phosphate was added.  This phosphorylated QseB was incubated with the two 

flhDC promoter regions that showed QseB&C-dependent activation in the deletion 

analyses (Figure 5.4B and 5.4D).   Figure 5.5B reveals that phosphorylated QseB binds to 

and shifts the –300bp to +50bp flhDC promoter fragment.  A negative control (bla 

promoter) was included, and Figure 5.5C shows that phospho-QseB does not bind or shift 

the bla promoter.  In order to further verify the specificity of phospho-QseB binding to 

the –300bp to +50bp flhDC promoter, we performed a competition experiment (Figure 
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5.5D).  Upon the addition of unlabeled probe, phospho-QseB binding was competed out 

by the cold flhDC probe (-300bp to +50bp) at a ratio of about 1:2.  At a ratio of about 2:1 

unlabeled probe to radiolabeled probe, phospho-QseB binding was completely competed 

out.  However, the addition of an unlabeled bla probe shows no competition, suggesting 

that the binding of phospho-QseB to the flhDC promoter is specific.  Additionally, an 

EMSA was also performed with the –900bp to –650bp flhDC promoter fragment and 

phospho-QseB (Figure 5.5E).  This fragment also binds phospho-QseB, and the shift is 

again competed out upon the addition of unlabeled flhDC (-900bp to –650bp) probe.  

These results indicate that phosphorylated QseB is specifically binding to the flhDC 

promoter in two regions, the –900bp to –650bp region, and the –300bp to +50bp region. 
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Figure 5.5 - EMSA and competition assays with phosphorylated QseB.  A.) An EMSA 
was performed using purified, mostly unphosphorylated QseB and the flhDC (-300bp to 
+50bp) promoter fragment.  B.) An EMSA was performed using phosphorylated QseB 
and the flhDC (-300bp to +50bp) promoter fragment.  C.) The bla promoter and 
phosphorylated QseB were used as a negative control.  D.) Competition assays were 
performed using 3μg of purified, phosphorylated QseB and adding increasing amounts of 
unlabeled promoter (-300bp to +50bp) probe. E.) An EMSA was performed using 
purified, phosphorylated QseB and the flhDC (-900bp to –650bp) promoter fragment.   
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 Given that phosphorylated QseB appeared to be binding to two separate regions 

of the flhDC promoter, we were interested in whether or not QseB bound cooperatively 

or in a specific order to the promoter.  We performed double EMSAs using identical 

concentrations (5ng) of the radiolabeled proximal (-300bp to +50bp) and distal (-900bp to 

–650bp) flhDC promoter fragments and increasing concentrations of phosphorylated 

QseB.   The double EMSA results (Figure 5.6) suggest that phosphorylated QseB first 

binds the smaller, distal promoter fragment (-900bp to –650bp) and secondly to the 

larger, proximal promoter fragment (-300bp to +50bp).  These data suggest that 

phosphorylated QseB may have a higher-affinity binding site located in the distal flhDC 

promoter (-650bp to –900bp) and a lower-affinity binding site located in the proximal 

flhDC promoter (-300bp to +50bp).  Higher concentrations of phosphorylated QseB (8-

16μg) appear to saturate both binding sites. 

 Since binding affinity of phosphorylated QseB to each promoter region may play 

a role in the regulation of flhDC, we designed a competition assay to determine the 

relative affinity of QseB for the binding sites.  Figure 5.6B graphically shows the results 

of this competition experiment.  The end-labeled flhDC proximal (-300bp to +50bp) 

promoter fragment was incubated at identical concentrations (20ng) together with 3μg of 

purified, phosphorylated QseB protein.  Upon the addition of increasing amounts (0ng to 

10ng) of unlabeled flhDC  distal (-650bp to -900bp) probe, QseB binding began to be 

competed out at a ratio of 1:8 (Figure 5.6B).  The unlabeled distal probe completely 

competes out the labeled proximal probe at a ratio of 1:2, further establishing that 

phosphorylated QseB has increased binding affinity for the distal region (-650bp to -

900bp) of the flhDC promoter. 
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Figure 5.6 - Double EMSA and competition of flhDC fragments using phosphorylated 
QseB.  A.) Increasing amounts of QseB (0μg to 16μg) were added to 5ng of the proximal 
(-300bp to +50bp) and 5ng of the distal (-900bp to –650bp) flhDC promoter fragments.  
B.) The competition assay was performed by adding 3μg of purified, phosphorylated 
QseB to 20ng of the labeled proximal (-300bp to +50bp) with increasing amounts of 
unlabeled distal (-900bp to -650bp) probe.  C.) The graphical representation of these data 
is shown here. 
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DNaseI Footprints 

 

 In order to determine the specific binding sites of QseB in the flhDC promoter 

regions, DNaseI footprint experiments were performed.  Footprint analysis of the -300bp 

to +50bp proximal regulatory region of flhDC showed that phosphorylated QseB 

protected a region of about 18 base pairs from -251bp to -233bp (Figure 5.7A).  It does 

not appear that QseB protects any additional sequences in this promoter area.  The size of 

the footprinted region did not appear to change with the amount of phosphorylated QseB 

(0μg/μl to 5μg/μl) added to the reaction (Figure 5.7A).  We did not observe any 

additional protection of the flhDC regulatory region from -300bp to +50bp when QseB 

was added at higher concentrations (data not shown).    

 Since we observed that phosphorylated QseB also bound directly to the distal 

flhDC promoter region (-650bp to –900bp), we again performed DNaseI footprint 

analysis on the distal promoter region.  Figure 5.7B shows that phosphorylated QseB, 

added in increasing concentrations from 0μg/μl to 5μg/μl, protects a region of the distal 

promoter from -710bp to -723bp.  It does not appear that QseB protects any additional 

sequences in this promoter area.  Similar to the proximal promoter fragment, the size of 

the protected distal flhDC promoter region (-650bp to -900bp) did not change with the 

amount of phosphorylated QseB added to the reaction (Figure 5.7B).   
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Figure 5.7 - DNaseI footprints of flhDC.  A.) A DNaseI footprint was performed using 
the coding strand of the flhDC proximal fragment (-300bp to +50bp) and increasing 
amounts of phosphorylated QseB.  B.) A DNaseI footprint was performed using the 
coding strand of the flhDC distal promoter fragment (-900bp to -650bp) and increasing 
amounts of phosphorylated QseB. 
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DNaseI footprint analyses have allowed us to determine the specific binding sites 

of phosphorylated QseB protein to the flhDC promoter (Figure 5.7).  Alignment of these 

flhDC sequences (Figure 5.8) with sequences bound by QseB in the qseBC promoter 

(Chapter 6 and [162]) yielded a consensus sequence to which phosphorylated QseB 

binds.  This consensus sequence, CAATTACGAATTA, will be useful in the search for 

additional genes that may be regulated by the QseB&C two-component system in EHEC. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

QseB Consensus Sequence

CAATTACGAATTA
A               A A         A  T  T   T   A C
G                               G  A  G C A

QseB Consensus Sequence

CAATTACGAATTA
A               A A         A  T  T   T   A C
G                               G  A  G C A

CAATTACGAATTA
A               A A         A  T  T   T   A C
G                               G  A  G C A

flhDC Proximal Binding Region             C A A T T A C T T A A C A T A A A T 

flhDC Distal Binding Region              A G A A T A A G G A A C A 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 - Sequence alignment of QseB binding sites.  Larger letters represent the 
highest level of nucleotide conservation.  Smaller letters below represent conserved but 
less common nucleotides. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

 
It has previously been shown that QseB&C act to activate the transcription of 

flhDC [1].  This Chapter endeavored to further understand the mechanism of this 

regulation.  This process has allowed the construction of an overall model of flhDC 

regulation by QseB&C (Figure 5.10).  When cell-to-cell signaling is activated, we 

hypothesize that QseC, a predicted sensor kinase, actively autophosphorylates itself on a 

conserved histidine residue and transfers its phosphate to a conserved aspartate residue of 

QseB, its putative response regulator.  We cannot rule out the possibility that QseB is 

phosphorylated by other sensor kinases.  However, the chances of any cross-

phosphorylation are low, as a study by Yamamoto et al. (2005) showed that 

phosphorylation of non-cognate response regulators by histidine kinases is rare and 

occurs in only 22 of 692 combinations in vitro [197].  Here, we show that phosphorylated 

QseB is able to bind to both high- and low-affinity sites of the flhDC promoter, possibly 

saturating both sites (Figure 5.8B).  Binding at both promoter sites may expose the FliA 

(σ28) promoter.  FliA (σ28) is subsequently able to interact with RNA polymerase in order 

to initiate flhDC transcription through the FliA (σ28) promoter.  Additionally, our data 

suggest that an unknown repressor may be acting on the central region of the flhDC 

promoter.  Thus, the activation of flagellar and motility genes may be very sensitive to 

the phosphorylation state of the QseB&C two-component system. 
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Figure 5.10 – Model of flhDC regulation by QseB&C.  Phosphorylated QseB binds both 
the high-and low-affinity binding sites of the flhDC promoter.  This allows FliA (σ28) to 
interact with RNA polymerase in order to initiate flhDC transcription.  An unidentified 
repressor may be binding to the central region of the promoter. 
 

 

 During this study, we identified a FliA (σ28) consensus sequence at the flhDC 

promoter that responded to QseB&C in EHEC.  Kutsukake previously showed that, in 

Salmonella typhimurium, a flhDC transcriptional fusion was repressed in the absence of 

σ28 [198], suggesting that σ28 may play a role in the activation of flhDC transcription in 

Salmonella.  These studies indicate that flhDC has a FliA (σ28) promoter in EHEC, as 

well (Figures 5.1-5.3).  Thus, a feedback loop in which FliA (σ28), a class 2 protein, 

activates the transcription of flhDC (class 1 genes) may act to sustain and strengthen an 

environmental response to increase the production of flagella.  During infection, EHEC 
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motility genes in order to swim closer to the intestinal epithelium [119]. 
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 In Salmonella, six transcriptional start sites (TSS) have been mapped for flhDC 

[141].  The FliA (σ28) consensus sequence that we showed to be responsive to QseB&C 

(Figure 3.1) is only the third TSS mapped in E. coli to date, to the best of our knowledge.  

Soutourina et al. (1999) mapped a σ70 TSS in E. coli K-12 that is 145bp upstream of the 

FliA (σ28) promoter.  Shin and Park (1995) mapped an ambiguous TSS in their primer 

extension experiments, which is 128bp upstream from the FliA (σ28) promoter.  They also 

mapped a TSS coincident with the FliA (σ28) promoter in E. coli K-12 [151], indicating 

that this was a minor TSS, but did not further address it or recognize that there was a FliA 

(σ28) consensus site located there.  Our data indicate that each of these TSS play roles in 

the regulation of flhDC transcription under different growth conditions in EHEC.  The 

presence of multiple TSSs for flhDC in E. coli concurs with the data suggesting the 

presence of several TSS in Salmonella. Additionally, there may be differences in the 

regulatory region of flhDC between EHEC and E. coli K-12 strains.  Barker et al. (2004) 

further substantiated this hypothesis when they observed differential expression of flhDC 

due to insertion sequences in this promoter region in E. coli K-12 that are not present in 

EHEC [199].   Strict regulation of flhDC transcription by several cellular factors would 

allow the cell a precise level of control over the energetically expensive process of 

flagellar expression and synthesis.   

 Although only a few TSS of flhDC have been mapped to date in E. coli, it is 

known that numerous other regulatory factors bind to its promoter.  The binding sites of 

OmpR [151], H-NS and CRP [195],  RcsA&B [155] and LrhA [200] to the  flhDC 

promoter have been mapped in E. coli.  In addition, IHF [157] has been shown to play a 

role in the regulation of flhDC.  Our single-copy deletion analysis (Figure 5.4C) indicates 
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that there is some form of repression in the central region of the promoter (-650bp to 

+50bp and –800bp to +50bp) that is relieved in multi-copy (Figure 5.4B).  There are no 

descriptions of any other regulatory factors binding in this area, given that the previous 

studies only used smaller (approximately –400bp to +200bp) flhDC promoter regions.  

We could not identify any intrinsically curved AT-rich tracts that may suggest an 

additional H-NS binding site in this area.  This may indicate that there is an additional, 

yet unidentified, repressor of flhDC.  Taken together, this again suggests that it may be 

very important for the bacterial cell to precisely control the regulation of flhDC. 

 These studies demonstrate that QseB is specifically binding to two areas of the 

flhDC promoter (Figure 5.8B), in a similar pattern to the binding of QseB to its own 

promoter [162].  The identification of multiple binding sites for a response regulator has 

precedence from studies with another two-component system in E. coli, OmpR.  OmpR 

has previously been shown to bind to several different sites (both high- and low-affinity) 

of the ompC promoter in a hierarchical and cooperative style [201].  Figure 5.6 indicates 

that QseB may have a high-affinity binding site that is located in the more distal promoter 

region (-650bp to –900bp) and a low-affinity binding site that is located in the proximal 

promoter region (-300bp to +50bp).  Thus, QseB may be acting in a similar manner to 

OmpR to regulate the transcription of flhDC.  Additionally, these studies suggest that the 

distal, high-affinity binding site for QseB is located between –650bp and –900bp on the 

flhDC promoter (Figures 5.4-5.6).  This flhDC promoter region is also upstream of the 

divergently transcribed yecG gene, suggesting that QseB may also play a role in the 

regulation of yecG expression.  However, preliminary studies using a yecG::lacZ 
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transcriptional fusion suggest that there is no QseB&C-dependent regulation of yecG (B. 

Habdas and V. Sperandio, unpublished data).  

This chapter describes, for the first time, the mechanism of transcriptional 

regulation of flhDC by QseB&C in EHEC.  Additionally, we have identified a FliA (σ28) 

promoter that may indicate that a feedback loop between the class 2 proteins (FliA) and 

the class 1 genes (flhDC) exists in the flagella regulon in enterohemorrhagic E. coli.  

Determining all of the interactions of the regulation of flagella and motility genes is a 

complex process that involves many transcriptional factors responding to several 

environmental cues, amongst which QseB&C seem to respond to cell-to-cell signaling. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER SIX 

TRANSCRIPTIONAL AUTOREGULATION BY QUORUM SENSING E. 
COLI REGULATORS B AND C (QseB&C) IN EHEC 

 
 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 A recent report suggests that the production of flagella and motility in EHEC and 

K12 strains by QS is controlled by quorum-sensing E. coli regulators B and C (QseB&C) 

[167].  Specifically, we suggested that QseB&C may be responsive to the AI-

3/epinephrine/norepinephrine cell-to-cell signaling system [202].  QseB&C are a putative 

two-component system with homology to the PmrA&B two-component system of 

Salmonella typhimurium.  QseB is predicted to be the response regulator, while QseC 

shares domain homology with sensor kinases.  Previously, an isogenic mutant in qseC 

showed reduced motility and decreased flagellin production as compared to wild-type 

and complemented strains.  Transcriptional fusions also indicated that the QseB&C two-

component system regulated transcription of the flagella regulon through the master 

regulator, flhDC [167].   
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 In this chapter, we report that the QseB&C two-component system that is 

involved in the regulation of flhDC, is also responsible for its own autoregulation.  We 

show that qseBC are transcribed in an operon and have identified the minimal region 

necessary for QseB to activate qseBC transcription.  We also demonstrate that QseB 

binds directly to its own promoter.  These studies suggest a mechanism by which QseB 

binds directly to two sites in its own promoter in order to activate its own transcription. 

 

 
 

RESULTS 
 
 

 

The QseB&C two-component system is transcribed in an operon and autoregulates 

its own transcription 

 

The predicted response regulator, QseB, shares domain homology with typical 

response regulators, and also appears to contain a conserved helix-turn-helix DNA-

binding domain (Figure 6.1A).  QseC, the sensor kinase, has two conserved 

transmembrane domains and a conserved histidine kinase domain, indicating that its 

membrane location may allow autophosphorylation upon sensing its specific 

environmental cue.  QseC also contains an ATPase domain, which may allow it to exhibit 

phosphatase activity toward QseB, and a conserved EAL domain, which has been 

implicated in the formation of biofilms in V. cholerae [138].  (Figure 6.1A).  The 

translational stop codon of qseB overlaps with the translational start codon of qseC.  This 
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genomic organization of qseBC suggests that these genes may be transcribed in an operon 

(Figure 6.1B).   
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Figure 6.1 - Genomic organization of the QseB&C two-component system.  A.) QseC, 
the predicted sensor kinase, contains two transmembrane (TM) domains, a conserved 
histidine kinase domain that may autophosphorylate when responding to its signal, an 
EAL domain that may be involved in biofilm formation, and an ATPase domain.   QseB, 
the putative response regulator, contains both a typical response regulator domain that 
may receive the phosphate from QseC and a DNA binding domain that may allow QseB 
to regulate gene expression.  B.) Organization of qseBC in the E. coli chromosome and 
primers used for PCR amplification.  The predicted product, if qseBC are in an operon, is 
700bp.  C.) RT-PCR results using a genomic DNA positive control, cDNA, and a 
negative control with no RTase. 
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In order to determine whether qseBC were transcribed in an operon, reverse-

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) was performed using cDNA 

synthesized from RNA isolated from the wild-type 86-24 strain.  In addition, a positive 

genomic DNA control and a negative no RT-added control were used (Figure 6.1C).  RT-

PCR indicated that transcriptional read-through occurred across the intergenic region, 

further suggesting that these two genes are transcriptionally linked (Figure 6.1C).   

Additionally, an in silico analysis (http://www.tigr.org/software/transterm.html) of the 

EHEC O157:H7 coding sequence did not identify the presence of any Rho-independent 

transcriptional terminators in the coding sequence of qseBC, further indicating that these 

genes are transcribed in an operon.  

 Given that several two-component systems autoregulate their own transcription 

[158], we hypothesized that the QseB&C two-component system may act the same way.  

In order to investigate this hypothesis, transcriptional fusions were created between the 

qseBC promoter and a promoterless lacZ gene, resulting in plasmid pVS159.  The 

resulting plasmid was electroporated into strains 86-24, VS138 (qseC-), and VS179 

(qseC- complemented) and β-galactosidase activities were measured in order to determine 

the level of qseBC transcription in the absence of qseC versus wild-type and 

complemented strains.  As negative controls, we tested a constitutive promoter (the β-

lactamase promoter) and the empty vector (pRS551).  As shown in Figure 6.2, the qseC 

mutant shows a 6.5-fold reduction in transcription as compared to wild-type and 

complemented strains, suggesting that a functional QseB&C two-component system is 

required for full activation of its own promoter.  Datum analysis indicates that these 

results are statistically significant with a p value of <0.001.   
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Figure 6.2 - QseB&C autoregulate their own transcription.  β-galactosidase assays were 
performed on a qseBC::lacZ fusion (pVS159) in wild-type (86-24), qseC- (VS138) and 
complemented (VS179) strains.  Positive controls were performed using the bla promoter 
(pVSAP) in all strains, and negative controls were performed with vector (pRS551) 
alone. 
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Primer extension analysis of the qseBC transcriptional start site 

 

In order to identify the specific promoter through which QseB&C may act to 

initiate transcription, we performed primer extension analysis.  We designed a primer 

approximately 40 base pairs downstream from the translational start codon of the qseB 

gene, ATG.  Primer extension analysis was then performed using RNA isolated from the 

wild-type strain, 86-24, and the qseC mutant strain, VS138, both carrying a plasmid with 

the complete qseBC promoter (pVS159, -500bp to +130bp).  These strains were grown in 

LB at 37oC to an O.D.600 of 0.8.  As can be observed in Figure 6.3 (Lane 3), a QseB&C-

dependent transcriptional start site (TSS) of the qseBC operon was mapped to 77 base 

pairs upstream of the qseB translational start site in the wild-type strain.  This TSS was 

not detected in the qseC- strain (Figure 6.3, Lane 4), suggesting that autoregulation from 

this promoter is lost in the absence of qseC.  Upstream of the QseB&C-dependent TSS 

we identified a –10 box (3bp of 6bp match the consensus) and –35 box (3bp of 6bp match 

the consensus), with the σ70–dependent consensus promoter sequence (Figure 6.3).  We 

identified a second TSS (Figure 6.3, Lane 4) that was present in the qseC mutant strain 

but was not present in the wild-type strain (Figure 6.3, Lane 3).  It is common for two-

component systems to contain a basally active, constitutive promoter in addition to an 

auto-regulated promoter [158].  Our data may suggest that this second TSS is QseB&C-

independent, as it is present only in the qseC mutant (Figure 6.3, Lane 4).   In the 

presence of QseC, transcription may occur preferentially from the distal promoter (Figure 

6.3, Lane 3). 
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+1-10-35
qseBC promoter TTAACAAGATAGTCCTTAACAACTTCTTAAGGGAAAAAAATAAAA

TTTAGTGCTGTACAGAGCGCGTACAACACGGTTTACTGGCAGCAA

ATACGGTTATCGCAGGGATGAAAAAATGCGA

σ70 consensus TTGACA TATAAT-16bp to 18bp-
-10-35

TGCA

Lanes:
1        86-24 + pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp)
2 qseC- + pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp)
3 86-24 + pVS159 (-500bp to +130bp)
4 qseC- + pVS159 (-500bp to +130bp)

1 2    3 4
QseBC-dependent TSS

Constitutive, QseBC-independent TSS

+1-10-35

Figure 3

 

Figure 6.3 - The transcriptional start site of qseBC responsive to QseB&C.  Primer 
extension analysis was performed using wild-type (86-24) and qseC- (VS138) carrying 
either plasmid pVS159 (-500bp to +130bp) or pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp).  The QseB&C-
dependent qseBC promoter (black arrow and text) sequence, constitutive QseB&C-
independent qseBC promoter (grey arrow and text) and σ70 consensus sequence are 
shown, indicating the conserved –10 and –35 regions. 
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Nested deletion analysis of the qseBC regulatory region 

 

The qseBC regulatory regions between EHEC and K-12 are 99.6% identical 

[GenBank accession numbers: NC002655 (bp 3976071 to 3976571) and NC000913 

(3167344 to 3167844)].  In addition, we have also previously showed that a qseC mutant 

acts to regulate transcription of the flagella regulon in both EHEC and K-12 strains, and 

that the QseC proteins from either strain can complement the mutation, suggesting that 

QseB&C may function similarly in both strains [1].  In order to map the minimal region 

of the qseBC promoter that is necessary for activation by QseB&C, a series of deletions 

of the qseBC regulatory region was constructed in EHEC (Figure 6.4A).  These deletions 

were then fused to a promoterless lacZ gene and used for both multi-copy deletion 

analysis in EHEC strain 86-24, K-12 strain MC1000, and λRS45 single-copy deletion 

analysis in K-12 strain MC1000.  The single-copy deletion analysis could not be 

performed in EHEC due to the fact that EHEC is immune to λ transduction. 

 The multi-copy deletion analysis was identical in both EHEC and K-12 

backgrounds, further indicating that this transcriptional regulation is conserved between 

these two strains.  The EHEC multi-copy deletion analysis is shown in Figure 6.4B.  The 

largest plasmid construct, pVS159 (-500bp to +130p) and a smaller plasmid construct, 

pMC53 (-120p to +130bp), depicted a dependence upon the presence of QseB&C for 

transcriptional activation of the qseBC operon.  In the pVS159 fusion (-500bp to 

+130bp), transcription of qseBC was activated 6.5-fold in the presence of QseB&C as 

compared to the isogenic mutant strain that lacked qseC (Figure 6.4B).  Comparatively, 

the pMC53 fusion (-120bp to +130bp) was only activated 2.5-fold in the presence of 
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QseB&C.  The fusions pMC52 (-240p to +130bp) and pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp) were 

not dependent on the presence of QseB&C for transcriptional activation and still showed 

wild-type levels of transcription in all strains.  Although the fusion pMC278 (-360bp to 

+130bp) did not show any QseB&C-dependent activity, β-galactosidase activities were 

twofold higher than that of the wild-type fusion pVS159 (-500bp to +130bp) in multi-

copy.   

 To avoid coiling and plasmid copy number issues, we also investigated the 

transcription of qseBC using single-copy chromosomal fusions.  The same general pattern 

of regulation was observed in single-copy analysis as in the multi-copy analysis.  Figure 

6.4C shows that, once again, the largest promoter fusion (-500bp to +130bp) shows a 

comparable 6.5-fold activation of transcription dependent on the presence of QseB&C.  

Similarly, the single-copy fusion derived from the pMC53 promoter fragment (-120bp to 

+130bp), once again showed 2.5-fold QseB&C-dependent transcriptional activation.  

These results suggest that the regions between –500bp and –360bp and/or –120bp and -

10bp may be important for QseB&C transcriptional autoregulation.  Additionally, the 

level of transcription of the largest promoter fragment (-500bp to +130bp) diminishes just 

3-fold in single-copy as compared to multi-copy (Figure 6.4B and 6.4C), as compared to 

other promoter fragments that diminish about ten-fold.  These data suggest that QseB&C 

may auto-activate its transcription more efficiently in single-copy. 

 As in the multi-copy analysis, the single-copy fusions derived from pMC278 (-

360bp to +130bp), pMC52 (-240bp to +130bp), and pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp) showed 

no QseB&C-dependent activation of transcription.  Interestingly, however, the fusions 

derived from pMC278 (-360bp to +130bp) and pMC52 (-240bp to +130bp) showed very 
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low levels of transcription in single-copy as compared to multi-copy.  In fact, these levels 

were only two to three-fold the level of vector alone, indicating that these regions may be 

under transcriptional repression.  This repressor may be sensitive to copy number effects, 

as repression appears to be relieved in multi-copy.  Additionally, the promoter fusion 

derived from pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp) does not contain the complete QseB&C-

responsive promoter.  However, this construct still exhibits high levels of transcription as 

compared to the vector negative control, in both single- and multi-copy.  These data again 

support the possibility, mentioned earlier, that there is yet another basally active promoter 

for qseBC that is independent of QseB&C.   

 In order investigate the existence of an additional QseB&C-independent qseBC 

promoter (Figure 6.3, Lane 4), we performed primer extension analysis using RNA 

purified from wild-type (86-24) and the isogenic qseC mutant (VS138) containing 

plasmid pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp) in multi-copy.  As depicted in Figure 6.3 (Lanes 1 

and 2), we again mapped the second, QseB&C-independent TSS to 27bp upstream of the 

qseB translational start site, ATG.  Upstream of the transcriptional start site there is a 

conserved –10 box (4bp of 6bp match the consensus) and –35 box (4bp of 6bp match the 

consensus), with the σ70–dependent consensus promoter sequence (Figure 6.3).  These 

data further support the hypothesis that there is an additional qseBC promoter that is 

constitutively active and QseB&C-independent. 

In order to determine the role of that the constitutive, basally transcribed promoter 

may play in qseBC transcription, we constructed a promoter fusion, pMC576 (-500bp to 

+5bp), containing the QseB&C-dependent promoter but lacking the QseB&C-

independent promoter.  Figure 6.4B shows that, in multi-copy, this fusion (-500bp to 
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+5bp) depends on the presence of QseB&C for transcriptional activation.  Transcription 

of qseBC was activated 23-fold in the presence of QseB&C as compared to the isogenic 

mutant strain that lacked qseC.  In fact, transcription of this fusion (-500bp to +5bp) was 

decreased to levels of vector alone in the qseC mutant.  Thus, the loss of the constitutive, 

basally-transcribed promoter leads to a decrease in transcription in the qseC mutant, but 

does not appear to affect qseBC transcription in a wild-type situation (Figure 6.4B).  
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Figure 6.4 - Deletion analysis of qseBC.  A.) Diagram of qseBC promoter fusions in 
relationship to the transcriptional start site and ATG.  B.) β-galactosidase assays were 
performed in multi-copy on a series of qseBC::lacZ nested deletion promoter fusions in 
wild-type (86-24), qseC- (VS138) and complemented (VS179) strains.  Vector (pRS551) 
alone was used as a negative control.  C.) β-galactosidase assays were performed on 
single-copy chromosomal qseBC::lacZ transcriptional fusions in wild-type (MC1000), 
qseC- (VS184) and complemented (VS185) strains.   
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Purification of QseB 

 

Due to the fact that a qseBC::lacZ transcriptional fusion showed autoregulation 

(Fig. 6.2) in a wild-type background as compared to a qseC mutant, it is hypothesized 

that QseB, the predicted response regulator, acts as a transcription factor that directly 

interacts with its own promoter to initiate transcription.  This conclusion is strengthened 

by the observation that, upon autophosphorylation, QseC transfers its phosphate to QseB 

(Chapter 4).  In order to test this hypothesis, we purified QseB in native conditions to 

perform DNA-binding assays. 

 The qseB gene was cloned into a pBADmycHis vector (Invitrogen) in order to 

generate a C-terminal Myc-His protein fusion under the control of the pBAD promoter.  

QseB protein was then expressed from the resulting vector, pVS154, and purified under 

native conditions using a nickel-affinity column.  Purity of QseB was estimated to be 

over 90% (Figure 6.5A). 
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Figure 6.5 – EMSA and competition assays with qseBC.  A.) Purification of QseB.  
QseB protein was purified under native conditions and stained with Coomassie.  B.) An 
EMSA was performed using purified, mostly unphosphorylated QseB and the qseBC (-
120bp to +130bp).  C.) An EMSA was performed using purified, phosphorylated QseB 
and the qseBC (-120bp to +130bp) promoter fragment.  D.) An EMSA was performed 
using phosphorylated QseB and a negative control, the bla promoter.  E.) An EMSA was 
performed using purified, phosphorylated QseB and the qseBC (-360bp to –500bp) 
promoter fragment.   
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Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Assays with purified QseB 

 

To demonstrate that QseB was directly binding to its own promoter, 

electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) were performed.  The proximal promoter 

fragment (-120bp to +130bp) and the distal promoter fragment (-360bp to –500bp) that 

previously showed QseB&C-dependent activation in the deletion analysis (Figure 6.4B 

and 6.4C) were PCR amplified and end-labeled using γ-32P ATP.  Additionally, a bla 

promoter fragment was used as a negative control.  Initially, the EMSAs were performed 

using the mostly unphosphorylated, natively purified QseB protein.  This mostly 

unphosphorylated QseB did not appear to bind or shift the qseBC proximal promoter 

fragment (–120bp to +130bp), a bla negative control, or the distal promoter fragment (-

360bp to -500bp) (Figure 6.5B and data not shown).     

 It is known, however, that other response regulators require the addition of a 

small phosphodonor in order for the protein to be phosphorylated in the absence of its 

histidine kinase or ATP [196, 203].  We hypothesized that the addition of 0.1M acetyl 

phosphate, a small phosphodonor, to the EMSA reaction might result in a 

phosphorylated, active QseB protein.  An EMSA using this phosphorylated QseB and the 

proximal (–120bp to +130bp) qseBC promoter fragment showed that QseB bound and 

shifted this promoter region (Figure 6.5C) and did not bind to or shift the bla negative 

control (Figure 6.5D).  Additionally, the distal (-360bp to –500bp) qseBC promoter 

region was also bound and shifted by phosphorylated QseB (Figure 6.5E).  These results 

suggest that phosphorylation of QseB is necessary for it to be able to actively bind its 

regulatory promoter region.   
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 In order to confirm specificity of binding, competition assays were also performed 

(Figure 6.6).  Upon addition of unlabeled probe, QseB binding was competed out by the 

cold qseBC (-120bp to +130bp) probe at a ratio of about 1:1.  The unlabeled probe almost 

completely competes out QseB binding to radiolabeled probe at a ratio of 2:1 unlabeled 

probe to hot probe, as can be observed in Figure 6.6.  The addition of unlabeled bla 

probe, as a negative control reaction, shows no competition, indicating that QseB 

specifically binds to two different areas of its own promoter. 
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Figure 6.6 - Competition experiments with QseB.  The competition assay was performed 
using 3μg of purified, phosphorylated QseB and adding increasing amounts of unlabeled 
qseBC promoter (-120bp to +130bp) probe.  A competition assay was performed using 
the bla promoter as a negative control. 
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Double EMSA with QseB  

 

In order to determine whether QseB bound cooperatively or in a specific order to 

the qseBC promoter, we performed double-gel shifts (Figure 6.7A).  The proximal (-

120bp to +130bp) and distal (-360bp to –500bp) qseBC promoter fragments to which 

phosphorylated QseB had previously been shown to bind (Figure 6.5B and 6.5D) were 

utilized again.  End-labeled promoter fragments were incubated at identical 

concentrations (5ng) together with purified, phosphorylated QseB protein in increasing 

concentrations (0-16μg).  Changes in band intensity are due to differences in labeling, not 

in the concentration of DNA.  These results may indicate that phosphorylated QseB binds 

first to the proximal promoter fragment (-120bp to +130bp) (Figure 6.7A) and secondly 

to the smaller, distal (-360bp to –500bp) fragment.  These data suggest that the proximal 

promoter fragment (-120bp to +130bp) may contain a high-affinity QseB binding site, 

while the distal promoter fragment (-360bp to –500bp) appears to contain a low-affinity 

QseB binding site.  At higher concentrations of QseB (16μg), both binding sites appear to 

be saturated.  

 Due to the fact that the binding affinity of QseB to the two qseBC promoter 

regions may play a role in its autoregulation, we designed a competition assay to 

determine the relative affinity of QseB for the binding sites (Figure 6.7B).  20ng of the 

end-labeled distal (-360bp to -500bp) qseBC promoter fragment was incubated with a 

constant amount (3μg) of phosphorylated QseB protein.  We then added increasing 

amounts (0ng to 10ng) of unlabeled proximal (-120bp to +130bp) qseBC probe.  Figure 

6.7B represents that QseB binding began to be competed out at a ratio of 1:20 and was 
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completely competed out at a ratio of 1:2.  This data further substantiate the theory that 

phosphorylated QseB has increased binding affinity for the proximal region (120bp to 

+130bp) of the qseBC promoter.  
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Figure 6.7 - Double EMSA and competitions of qseBC fragments using phosphorylated 
QseB.  A.) 5ng of the proximal (-120bp to +130bp) and 5ng of the distal (-360bp to –
500bp) qseBC promoter fragments were added to increasing amounts of QseB.  B.) A 
competition assay was performed by adding 3μg of purified, phosphorylated QseB to 
20ng of the labeled distal (-360bp to -500bp) with increasing amounts of unlabeled 
proximal (-120bp to +130bp) probe.  C.) The graphical representation of this datum is 
shown here. 
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DNaseI Footprints with QseB 

 

We utilized a DNaseI footprinting technique to determine the specific binding 

sites of phosphorylated QseB to its own promoter (Figure 6.8).  Footprint analysis of the 

low-affinity distal (-360bp to -500bp) qseBC fragment revealed that phosphorylated 

QseB protein protects a region of about 14 base pairs from -409bp to -423bp (Figure 

6.8A).  The size of the protected region did not appear to change with increasing amounts 

of QseB (0μg to 5μg), nor did we observe any additional regions of protection in this area 

of the qseBC promoter.  We also determined the specific binding site of phosphorylated 

QseB to the high-affinity proximal (-120bp to +130bp) qseBC promoter using DNaseI 

footprinting (Figure 6.8B).  Phosphorylated QseB protein, added in increasing 

concentrations from 0μg/μl to 5μg/μl protects a region of about 14bp from –27bp to -

40bp.  We did not observe any additional protection of the qseBC proximal (-120bp to 

+130bp) promoter region when phosphorylated QseB was added at higher concentrations.  

These data allowed us to define a QseB binding consensus sequence for the qseBC 

promoter (Figure 6.8C).  Alignment of these qseBC sequences with sequences bound by 

QseB in the flhDC promoter [161] yielded a consensus sequence to which phosphorylated 

QseB binds.  This consensus sequence, CAATTACGAATTA, will be useful in the search 

for additional genes that may be regulated by the QseB&C two-component system in 

EHEC. 
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Figure 6.8 - DNaseI footprints of qseBC.  A.) A DNaseI footprint was performed using 
the qseBC distal fragment (-360bp to -500bp) and increasing amounts of phosphorylated 
QseB.  B.) A DNaseI footprint was performed using the qseBC proximal promoter 
fragment (-120bp to +130bp) and increasing amounts of phosphorylated QseB.  C.) QseB 
binding consensus sequence. 
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 DISCUSSION 

 

Quorum sensing is a process by which bacteria secrete a hormone-like compound 

called an autoinducer.  At a certain threshold density, the autoinducer signals interact 

with transcription factors to drive bacterial gene expression in response to the presence of 

these signals in the environment.  In EHEC, which colonizes the large intestine, quorum 

sensing is responsible for the regulation of flhDC, the master regulator of the flagella 

regulon, through the quorum sensing E. coli regulators B and C (qseBC) two component 

system [167].  QseB&C are homologous to the PmrA&B two-component system of S. 

typhimurium, with QseB being the predicted response regulator and QseC being the 

putative sensor kinase.  Since many two-component systems also autoregulate their own 

transcription [158], this study aimed to investigate whether QseB may also act in this 

fashion.  After confirming that qseBC are transcribed in an operon (Figure 6.1B) and 

mapping their transcriptional start site (Figure 6.3), we showed that QseB and QseC 

regulate their own transcription through direct binding of QseB to proximal (-120bp to 

+130bp) and distal (-360bp to –500bp) regions of their promoter (Figure 6.7).  We were 

not originally able to obtain an isogenic qseB mutant in EHEC, hence this study utilized 

an isogenic qseC mutant for all of the experiments.  The genetic organization of qseBC 

comprising an operon was the initial suggestion that they comprise a cognate two-

component system.  Furthermore, the observation that, upon phosphorylation, QseC will 

transfer its phosphate to QseB (Chapter 4) and that phosphorylated QseB specifically 

binds to the qseBC promoter further enhances this suggestion.   
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 It is known that the QseB&C two-component system appears to be activated by 

quorum-sensing through the luxS system [1].  Initial gel shifts (data not shown) 

performed with unphosphorylated QseB-His did not reveal QseB binding.  The lack of 

response regulator binding in an unphosphorylated state is not unusual, and is similar to 

the results reported with the DcuR response regulator of E. coli [169].   Consequently, 

addition of an exogenous small phosphor-donor such as acetyl phosphate allowed 

phospho-QseB to specifically shift its promoter region (as compared to a bla negative 

control), indicating that the phosphorylation of QseB is essential for DNA binding and, 

consequently, transcriptional regulation (Figure 6.6).   

 Our comprehensive nested deletion analysis indicates that two areas of the qseBC 

regulatory region appeared to be dependent on the presence of QseB&C for activation 

(Figure 6.4).  These results suggested that two binding sites for QseB might exist.  

Additionally, considering the facts that the -500bp to –360bp fragment showed QseB-

binding in an EMSA (Fig. 6.6D) and that there appeared to be copy-number dependent 

repression on the next two smaller fragments (-360bp to +130bp and –240bp to +130bp), 

we predict that there is some form of repression that is relieved in the larger qseBC 

promoter fragment.  This pattern is identical to QseB&C-dependent deletion analyses 

observed in the flhDC promoter in EHEC [161].  Data obtained during the double gel 

shifts (Figure 6.8), may indicate that phosphorylated QseB is binding first to a high-

affinity site in the proximal promoter fragment (-120bp to +130bp), which does not lead 

to high levels of transcriptional activation.  When QseB is highly phosphorylated by 

QseC, however, QseB is available to bind to its low-affinity binding site, located in the 

more distal promoter region (-350bp to -500bp).  Occupation of the high- and low-
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affinity binding sites may lead to an increase in transcriptional activation, resulting in an 

additional level of qseBC regulation.  Additionally, QseB also appears to have high- and 

low-affinity binding sites in the flhDC promoter [161].  However, the binding sites in the 

flhDC promoter may be reversed, with the high-affinity binding site situated in the more 

distal region of the flhDC promoter, while the low-affinity binding site is positioned in 

the proximal region of the flhDC promoter [161].  This suggests that, even though the 

binding sites may be reversed, QseB is acting in a similar manner to activate transcription 

of both its own promoter and the flhDC promoter.   

 Another similar model of transcriptional regulation occurs in the OmpR 

regulation of ompC [201].  In the OmpR system, ompC low-affinity binding sites are 

occupied at low concentrations of OmpR, leading to very low levels of transcriptional 

activation of ompC.  As the concentration of phosphorylated OmpR increases, however, a 

low-affinity ompC binding site is occupied by OmpR.  As a result, transcription of ompC 

is highly activated [204].  According to our data, QseB may be acting in the same manner 

on its own promoter to regulate transcription.  Additionally, the qseBC promoter may be 

regulated by other factors, as suggested by the repression observed in the central region 

of the deletion analysis (Figure 6.4B and 6.4C).  This same pattern of repression is also 

seen in the QseB&C-dependent flhDC promoter deletion analysis [161].  Determining the 

factor(s) that may be responsible for the repression of the qseBC and flhDC promoters 

will not be an easy task, but could be addressed in future studies. 

 Transcription of the smallest promoter fragment pMC54 (-10bp to +130bp), 

which does not have the complete QseB&C-dependent promoter, has a higher level of 

transcription than vector alone (Figure 6.4C).  This datum raises the possibility that there 
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is yet another, unidentified promoter in qseBC that is independent of QseB&C.  This 

additional promoter was mapped using primer extension analysis (Figure 6.3).  Many 

two-component systems harbor a constitutive promoter in addition to an autoregulated 

promoter [158], as is the case with BvgA&S of B. pertussis [205] and PhoP&Q of S. 

typhimurium [206, 207].  The presence of a constitutive promoter would ensure a basal 

level of expression of these genes, which may allow them to respond quickly in the 

presence of the correct environmental stimuli. 

 Several two-component systems act to positively autoregulate their own 

transcription [158].  We have demonstrated that the QseB&C two-component system 

may also act this way (Figure 6.2).  The function of autoregulation could have several 

purposes, including signal amplification, which has been observed with other two 

component systems such as PhoP&Q of Salmonella typhimurium [206], BvgA&S of B. 

pertussis [208],  CpxA&R of E. coli [209], and PmrA&B of Salmonella typhimurium 

[135].  Hoffer et al. (2001) also suggested that autoregulation of a two-component system 

could be necessary for a “learning” system in which bacteria respond more effectively to 

a signal that has been seen in the recent past.  This appears to be the case with the 

PhoP&Q two-component system of Salmonella, in which previous exposure to a signal 

appears to boost reaction during the second exposure [210].  Finally, autoregulation could 

possibly lead to an additional threshold for gene activation, as seen with the CpxA&R 

two-component system in E. coli.  In this case, signal persistence is necessary for 

autoamplification and accumulation of the CpxR response regulator [209].  This 

additional level of control could allow the bacterial cell to activate the energetically 

expensive production of flagella through QseB&C only at appropriate conditions. 
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 These experiments have allowed the development of a model by which QseB&C 

regulates its own transcription (Figure 6.9).  When cell-to-cell signaling systems are 

activated, QseB is expressed and then phosphorylated by QseC.  The high concentration 

of phosphorylated QseB may then saturate the qseBC high-affinity binding site (-120bp 

to +130bp), followed by binding of the low-affinity site located in the –360bp to –500bp 

promoter region.  When both the high- and low-affinity binding sites are occupied by 

QseB, autoregulation occurs, and qseBC transcription is greatly increased.   

 This chapter describes, for the first time, the autoregulation of QseB&C and its 

direct binding sites.  An in-depth understanding of how this two-component system 

regulates gene expression may allow us to gain insight into the regulation of virulence in 

enterohemorrhagic E. coli. 
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Figure 6.9 - Model of qseBC transcriptional regulation in EHEC.  When quorum sensing 
occurs, QseC autophosphorylates and then transfers its phosphate to a conserved 
aspartate residue on QseB.  Phosphorylated QseB is then free to bind both the high-and 
low-affinity binding sites, and to autoactivate its own transcription.  An unknown 
repressor may bind the central region of the qseBC promoter. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

UNPHOSPHORYLATED QseB MAY ACT AS A TRANSCRIPTIONAL 

REPRESSOR 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

So far, the information presented in this dissertation suggests that QseB&C may 

be responding to the AI-3/epinephrine/norepinephrine cell-to-cell signaling system in 

order to activate both its own transcription and that of flhDC (Chapters 4-6).  The results 

from these studies have also suggested that an unknown repressor is acting on the central 

region of the flhDC and qseBC promoters in EHEC (Figures 5.10 and 6.9).   

In this chapter, we report that the QseB&C two-component system may also be 

responsible for repression of these two promoters.  We show that an isogenic qseB 

mutant has no obvious phenotype and explain our hypothesis for this observation.  We 

also demonstrate that unphosphorylated QseB binds to the central region of flhDC, and 

possibly, its own promoter.  These studies suggest a mechanism by which the balance of 

phosphorylated versus unphosphorylated QseB regulates gene transcription. 
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RESULTS 

 

qseB mutant phenotypes.   

 

The preceding studies described in this dissertation (Chapters 4-6) utilized an 

isogenic qseC mutant for all of the transcriptional analyses.  When these studies were 

initiated, an isogenic qseB mutant in EHEC was unavailable and, consequently, proved 

extremely difficult to create.  After three years, however, we finally constructed a qseB 

mutant and performed several phenotypic assays, hoping to observe similar phenotypes to 

that of the qseC mutant.  Not surprisingly, a qseB mutant shows reduced motility in 

tryptone as compared to wild-type and complemented strains (Figure 7.1A), although the 

phenotype is not nearly as striking as the qseC mutant [1].  Additionally, a western blot 

probed with anti-flagellin shows that the qseB mutant exhibits reduced levels of flagellin 

as compared to wild-type and complemented strains (Figure 7.1B).   
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Figure 7.1 – qseB mutant phenotypes.  A.) Tryptone motility plate with wild-type, qseB 
mutant, and complemented strains.  B.) Western blot of wild-type, qseB- mutant and 
complemented strains grown in tryptone media using an anti-flagellin antibody.  C.) LB 
motility plate with wild-type, qseB mutant, and complemented strains.  D.) Western blot 
of wild-type, qseB mutant, and complemented strains grown in LB media using an anti-
flagellin antibody. 
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 Interestingly, when the same phenotypic experiments were performed with the 

qseB mutant grown in LB media, motility and flagellin expression appears to be the same 

as wild-type and complemented strains (Figure 7.1C and 7.1D).  These results were 

perplexing, as we expected a mutation in qseB, the response regulator, to have the same 

phenotype as the mutation of qseC, the sensor kinase.  Other data that have been 

collected, however, possibly provide an explaination.  Both the flhDC (Figure 5.4) and 

qseBC (Figure 6.4) deletion analyses suggested the presence of an unidentified repressor 

in the central promoter regions.  We hypothesized that this repressor may be 

unphosphorylated QseB.  To test this hypothesis, we performed a motility plate assay 

with a qseC mutant overexpressing the QseB protein.  As there is no QseC sensor kinase 

present in this strain, QseB will be mostly unphosphorylated in the bacterial cell.  Figure 

7.2A shows that this qseC-, QseB++ strain shows an even larger reduction in motility 

than the qseC mutant alone.  In the case of a qseC mutant, there is no QseC present to 

phosphorylate QseB.  Therefore, all of the QseB present is mostly unphosphorylated.  In 

the situation where the qseC mutant is overexpressing QseB, the bacterial cell is loaded 

with unphosphorylated QseB.  It is possible that unphosphorylated QseB is binding to the 

central flhDC and qseBC promoter regions in order to inhibit their expression. 
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Figure 7.2 – Tryptone motility plate of wild-type, qseC mutant, and the qseC mutant 
overexpressing QseB. 
 
 
 

EMSAs using the QseB&C-repressed flhDC promoter region.   

We hypothesized that, when there is no quorum-sensing activation, 

unphosphorylated QseB may be binding to the central region of the flhDC promoter (-

650bp to –300bp) and the qseBC promoter (-360bp to -120bp) in order to repress 

transcriptional activation.  In order to test this theory, we performed an EMSA using 

natively purified, mostly unphosphorylated QseB and the central flhDC promoter region 

(-650bp to –300bp).  Figure 5.5B shows that unphosphorylated QseB does not bind and 

shift a negative control, the bla promoter.  Figure 7.3, however, shows that 

unphosphorylated QseB does bind and shift the central flhDC promoter region.  In 

contrast, unphosphorylated QseB does not bind the -300bp to +130bp or -900bp to  
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Figure 7.3 - EMSA with unphosphorylated QseB.  An EMSA was performed using 
purified, phosphorylated QseB and the flhDC (-650bp to -300bp) promoter fragment.   
 

 

-650bp regions of flhDC (Figure 5.5).  This datum further supports the results showing 

that a qseC mutant overexpressing QseB is even less motile than a qseC mutant (Figure 

7.2).  It is possible that unphosphorylated QseB is binding to this central flhDC promoter 

region to inhibit the expression of flhDC even more than in the case of a qseC mutant.  

We hypothesize that unphosphorylated QseB may be repressing the qseBC central 

promoter in a similar fashion, although these experiments have not been undertaken.  In 

the future, we would like to perform a transcriptional analysis of the flhDC (-900bp to 

+50bp) and qseBC (-500bp to +130bp) full promoters in wild-type, the qseC mutant, and 

the qseC mutant overexpressing QseB to further substantiate this hypothesis. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Although much more work needs to be performed using the qseB isogenic mutant, 

our preliminary studies suggest a model by which QseB&C act to regulate its own 

transcription and that of flhDC (Figure 7.4).  In this model, QseB acts both as a repressor 

and an activator (or anti-repressor) of flhDC and qseBC expression.  In the absence of 

signals, we predict that most of the QseB protein within the cell would be 

unphosphorylated.  This unphosphorylated QseB binds to the central region of flhDC 

(Figure 7.3) and may repress its transcription.  Upon sensing AI-3/Epi/NE, QseC 

autophosphorylates (Figure 4.2A) and transfers its phosphate to QseB (Figure 4.6).  

Hence, there is a shift in the balance of phosphorylated QseB, with most of the QseB in 

the cell being phosphorylated.  Phosphorylated QseB may then bind to the two sites (-

900bp to -650bp and -300bp to +50bp) in flhDC, displacing unphosphorylated QseB and 

allowing transcription of flhDC to proceed.  This model is further reinforced by the 

phenotypes of a qseB mutant.  In a qseB mutant, one does not observe any difference in 

flhDC regulation and motility from wild-type (data not shown and Figure 7.1).  In this 

mutant, there is no QseB protein, and therefore neither repression nor activation (anti-

repression) of flhDC transcription by unphosphorylated and phosphorylated QseB, 

respectively.  The observation that overexpression of unphosphorylated QseB in a qseC 

mutant decreases motility even further (Figure 7.2) would be consistent with this model.   

We recognize that these data are very preliminary, and extensive future studies 

(delineated in the next chapter) will be necessary to further define this model. 
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Figure 7.4 – Model of QseB&C autoregulation based upon the phosphorylation state of 
QseB.  When no QseB is present, as in the case of the qseB mutant, transcription occurs 
through the basally-transcribed promoter, and no obvious phenotype is seen.  However, 
in the case of the qseC mutant, most of the QseB protein is unphosphorylated and may 
bind the central promoter region to repress transcription.  During QS activation in a wild-
type situation, however, phosphorylated QseB may bind to high- and low-affinity sites in 
the qseBC promoter and act to derepress qseBC transcription.  Transcription may then 
occur through the QseB&C-dependent promoter. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

 

The underlying tenet to this dissertation was to develop an in-depth understanding 

of the QseB&C two-component system in EHEC.  Current research has suggested that 

microbes and mammals may communicate with each other through an array of hormone 

and hormone-like compounds [119].  The signals, however, may be “hijacked” by 

bacterial pathogens such as EHEC in order to activate its virulence genes and infect the 

host.   

Armed with the information gathered previously, we hypothesized that QseC may 

be directly binding and responding to the AI-3 and epinephrine/norepinephrine signaling 

compounds during EHEC infection.  This would allow EHEC to sense that it is in the 

large intestine and activate its flagella and motility genes in order to swim closer to the 

intestinal epithelium.  EHEC may then activate type III secretion in order to form the 

classic attaching and effacing lesions. 

In order to study the signaling and phosphorylation of the QseB&C two-

component system, QseC-His was purified under native conditions and used to perform 
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several in vitro phosphorylation experiments, either in the absence or presence of the AI-

3 and epi/NE signaling compounds.  In these first experiments, however, we observed no 

consistent auto-phosphorylation.  We then used a new approach to the in vitro 

phosphorylation experiment.  Previous reports had reconstituted sensor kinase proteins 

into membrane fractions, allowing the protein to adopt its normal, membrane-bound 

conformation.  After reconstituting QseC-His into these liposome fractions, we were able 

to successfully observe an increase in QseC autophosphorylation (in response to AI-3 and 

epi/NE), as well as transfer of phosphate to QseB (Chapter 4).   

Interestingly, we observed that QseC autophosphorylation could be blocked by 

the addition of the α -adrenergic antagonist, phentolamine (PE), but not a β-adrenergic 

antagonist, propranolol (PO).  This may suggest that QseC’s recognition of signaling 

compounds may more resemble that of an α - than a β-adrenergic receptor.   

Although we endeavored to find sequence homology between the complete 

bacterial QseC sensor kinase protein and adrenergic receptors, we were unable to identify 

any alignment.  However, an in silico search using only the periplasmic domain of QseC 

reveals that its structure may be conserved far beyond that of bacteria (Figure 8.1) and is 

found in Shigella flexneri, Salmonella enterica, Salmonella typhimurium, Erwinia 

carotovora, Haemophilus influenzae, Pasteurella multocida, Actinobacillus 

pleuropneumoniae, Chromobacterium violaceium, Rubrivivax gelatinosus, Thiobacillus 

denitrificans, Ralstonia eutropa, Ralstonia metallidurans, and Psychrobacter sp.  In fact, 

the search revealed homology to a fungal protein from Aspergillus nidulans of unknown 

function.  We believe that this sensor protein may have a long evolutionary history that 

reaches past that of just Escherichia coli.   
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Future studies will be necessary to understand QseC signal recognition.  Site-

directed mutagenesis of amino acid residues in the periplasmic recognition domain would 

allow us to define important amino acid residues involved in QseC signal recognition.  

As can be observed in Figure 8.1, residues highlighted in green indicate amino acids that 

are identical in the majority of the proteins aligned (Figure 8.1).  With this in mind, future 

experiments may include the site-directed mutagenesis of several of the highly conserved 

residues in the QseC periplasmic domain.  This would allow the study of these mutants in 

the liposome system in order to determine which residues are important for signal 

binding.  Ultimately, crystallization to determine the structure of QseC would prove very 

useful in understanding the specifics of signal binding.  Given that mammalian intestinal 

enterocytes harbor α-adrenergic receptors, it would be consistent that a microbial 

adrenergic sensor (QseC) would mostly resemble (in an orthologous, and not a 

homologous fashion) an α- and not a β-adrenergic receptor.  Taken together, these 

exciting and technically demanding results suggest that QseC may be a microbial 

adrenergic receptor conserved amongst different bacterial and fungal species.   
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Figure 8.1 – Sequence alignment of the periplasmic (sensing) domain of QseC. 
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In our current model of EHEC virulence, QseC senses and responds to a signal 

(AI-3, epi, or NE), autophosphorylates, and transfers its phosphate to its cognate response 

regulator, QseB.  We cannot rule out the possibility that QseC phosphorylates other 

proteins or that QseB is phosphorylated by other sensor kinases.  However, the chances 

of any cross-phosphorylation are low, as a study by Yamamoto et al. (2005) showed that 

phosphorylation of non-cognate response regulators by histidine kinases is rare and 

occurs in only 22 of 692 combinations in vitro [197].  QseB and QseC were not used in 

the Yamamoto study due to technical problems with protein purification [197].  However, 

future studies should endeavor to find additional signaling partners for both QseC and 

QseB.  This could be performed using the liposome system.  Briefly, QseC-liposomes 

could be incubated with other non-cognate response regulator proteins, including QseF, 

to assess phospho-transfer.  QseF is part of a predicted two-component system that may 

regulate the formation of the attaching and effacing lesions, the second step in the 

pathogenesis of EHEC infection (N. Reading and V. Sperandio, unpublished data).  

Another way of identifying signaling partners for QseC would be to perform genomic 

array analysis using our isogenic qseC and qseB mutants and comparing them with wild-

type EHEC strains.  These data would prove extremely beneficial, as we would be able to 

identify genes that may also be regulation targets and could gain much insight into this 

initial signaling step. 

Interestingly, the flagella and motility genes do not seem to be expressed at the 

same time as the LEE genes.  However, it is known that QseB&C activates flhDC 

transcription [161], and that FlhD&C are known to activate csgD transcription [211].  

CsgD is an AraC homolog that has been shown to repress transcription of tir/LEE5 (A. 
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Torres, unpublished data).  Additionally, we have identified phosphorylated QseB 

binding sites in the sdiA and cgsD promoters.  SdiA is a LuxR homolog and has a 

repressive role on the expression of the LEE genes [212](Hughes and Sperandio, 

unpublished).   

We have identified QseC as a sensor for AI-3, Epi, and NE.  The role of QseC in 

flagella regulation was also defined, and we have recognized a possible link for QseC 

regulation in LEE gene expression.  To define the role of QseC in EHEC virulence in 

vivo, we utilized a natural animal model, the rabbit, infected with rabbit enteropathogenic 

E. coli (REPEC) in order to study intestinal pathogenesis (manuscript in preparation).  

Similar to EHEC, REPEC causes attaching and effacing lesions in intestinal cells and 

possesses the same virulence factors as human EHEC strains [213].  Wild-type REPEC 

caused severe weight loss and diarrhea in 7/8 rabbits by day 6.  The qseC mutant showed 

attenuated virulence in rabbits, with only 2/8 developing diarrhea by day 7, and the 

rabbits gained weight like the PBS controls.  Thus, these studies suggest that QseC may 

play an important role in EHEC virulence.    

These results suggest an exciting possible alternative for treatment of EHEC 

infections by using adrenergic antagonists, such as phentolamine, which we have shown 

to inhibit the signaling cascade in EHEC through QseC.  These studies may aide in the 

development of a new class of antimicrobials that can block AI-3 and Epi/NE signaling to 

pathogens.  Additionally, these antimicrobials may be useful against a broad spectrum of 

other pathogens that contain homologs of QseC, including enteropathogenic E. coli 

(EPEC), Salmonella, Shigella, Yersinia pestis, Fransicella tularensis, and Haemophilus 

influenzae.  Thus, the knowledge gained by studying QseC may ultimately lead to the 
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development of therapeutic drugs that may not only aide in the therapy against EHEC 

infection, but may also lead to a greater understanding of the communication between 

microbes and their host.   

The other half of this dissertation endeavored to understand the molecular 

mechanism of the transcriptional regulation of flhDC and qseBC by the QseB&C two-

component system.  During EHEC infection, QseC senses the AI-3 produced by the 

normal flora and the Epi/NE produced naturally by the host and autophosphorylates.  

QseC then transfers its phosphate to QseB.  Through comprehensive deletion analyses, 

electrophoretic mobility shift assays, and DNaseI footprinting, we were able to identify 

the specific binding sites to which phosphorylated QseB binds to regulate its own 

transcription and that of flhDC, the master regulator of flagella and motility genes.  This 

consensus sequence (Figure 8.2) was utilized in an in silico search to identify other genes 

that may be regulated by QseB&C.   

 

QseB Consensus Sequence

CAATTACGAATTA
A               A A         A  T  T   T   A C
G                               G  A  G C A

QseB Consensus Sequence

CAATTACGAATTA
A               A A         A  T  T   T   A C
G                               G  A  G C A

CAATTACGAATTA
A               A A         A  T  T   T   A C
G                               G  A  G C A

qseBC Proximal Binding Region            A A A A T A A A A T T T A G 

qseBC Distal Binding Region      T A A C A A T T A C G G A T T A C

flhDC Proximal Binding Region             C A A T T A C T T A A C A T A A A T 

flhDC Distal Binding Region              A G A A T A A G G A A C A 

qseBC Proximal Binding Region            A A A A T A A A A T T T A G 

qseBC Distal Binding Region      T A A C A A T T A C G G A T T A C

flhDC Proximal Binding Region             C A A T T A C T T A A C A T A A A T 

flhDC Distal Binding Region              A G A A T A A G G A A C A 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2 – Consensus sequence for phosphorylated QseB. 
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 The results of the search yielded some interesting results (Appendix 1).  The yecG 

gene, which is directly upstream from flhDC but divergently transcribed, also contained 

this consensus sequence.  This suggests that QseB may also play a role in the regulation 

of yecG expression.  However, preliminary studies using a yecG::lacZ transcriptional 

fusion suggest that there is no QseB&C-dependent regulation of yecG (B. Habdas and V. 

Sperandio, unpublished results).  The presence of the consensus in the yecG promoter 

region may be due that fact that its regulatory region and the flhDC regulatory region 

overlap.   

The fliA promoter also contained a QseB consensus sequence.  Interestingly, 

previously performed transcriptional analyses demonstrated that the transcription from 

flhDC was reduced two-fold in a qseC mutant, while transcription from fliA was reduced 

17-fold in this same mutant [1].  At the time, the difference in activation was attributed to 

the positive autoregulation of FliA [214].  However, the presence of a QseB consensus 

sequence alerts us to the possibility that QseB may also act to regulate transcription of 

fliA directly.  It will be necessary to perform a comprehensive study of the fliA promoter, 

including electrophoretic mobility shift assays and DNaseI footprints to address this 

hypothesis.   

 Additional genes that may be regulated by QseB&C in vivo include nleA (Z6024), 

the non-LEE encoded effector A, which has recently been shown to be secreted through 

the LEE-encoded type III secretion system in EHEC [73].  A Citrobacter rodentium nleA 

mutant has also shown to be attenuated for virulence in mice [73].  Other genes include 

yadM, a putative fimbrial protein, several genes encoded in prophage CP-933, and sdiA.  

SdiA has recently been shown to be a receptor in Escherichia coli and Salmonella 
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typhimurium that detects the N-acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) quorum sensing signals 

exclusively from other species [108].  A signature tagged mutagenesis study identified 

SdiA in EHEC as being important for disease in cattle [215].  Furthermore, as previously 

mentioned, there is mounting evidence that SdiA is involved in LEE gene regulation 

[212].  Taken together, our in silico search for QseB consensus sites has led to the 

identification of several other interesting virulence genes that may be regulated through 

the QseB&C two-component system in EHEC. 

The studies from chapter 7 suggest that QseB may be acting to repress 

transcription of both its own promoter and flhDC when in an unphosphorylated state.  

This hypothesis will have to be extensively addressed in the future.  This scenario may 

allow QseB&C to regulate transcription of virulence genes in a very intricate fashion.  

The overall model of the QseB&C two-component system is depicted in Figure 8.3.  

Before EHEC enters the intestine, QseC is not sensing AI-3, epinephrine or 

norepinephrine.  Thus, QseC is not autophosphorylating, and most of the QseB present in 

the cell is unphosphorylated (Figure 8.3).  Unphosphorylated QseB may be binding to the 

central region of its own promoter to inhibit transcription.  A basal level of transcription 

occurs from qseBC through a basally transcribed, QseB&C-independent σ70 promoter.  

Additionally, unphosphorylated QseB binds the central region of the flhDC promoter.  

Transcription of flhDC, however, is complex and basal-level transcription may still be 

occurring mostly through the σ28 promoter in addition to the previously mapped σ70 and 

ambiguous promoters (Figure 8.3). 

During infection, however, EHEC enters the intestinal lumen and senses the AI-3 

produced by the normal flora and the epinephrine/norepinephrine produced naturally by 
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the host.  These compounds interact with the periplasmic domain of QseC.  QseC then 

autophosphorylates on a conserved histidine residue and transfers this phosphate to QseB.  

Phosphorylated QseB then binds to high- and low-affinity sites in its own promoter, 

leading to positive amplification of its own transcription through its σ70 QseB&C-

dependent transcriptional start site.  Phosphorylated QseB also interacts with high- and 

low-affinity sites in the flhDC promoter, possibly saturating both sites.  Binding at both 

promoter sites may expose the FliA (σ28) promoter.  FliA (σ28) is subsequently able to 

interact with RNA polymerase in order to increase flhDC transcription through the FliA 

(σ28) promoter.  These interactions may displace the unphosphorylated QseB.  Hence, we 

hypothesize that the binding of phosphorylated QseB may have more of an anti-

repressive role by overcoming repression of unphosphorylated QseB, than an activating 

role.  Thus, only after sensing AI-3 and epi/NE, EHEC activates the energetically 

expensive production of flagella in order to swim proficiently through the intestinal 

mucus layer and attain close contact with the enteric epithelia.  Finally, EHEC is able to 

express its type III secretion system and form its characteristic attaching and effacing 

lesions.    

Future experiments should be able to better define these proposed models.  One 

could generate QseB site-directed mutants in the conserved Asp residue by changing it to 

Glu, which has been shown to mimic the phosphorylated conformation of these response 

regulators, and to Ala, which has been shown to mimic the unphosphorylated state.  

These mutant proteins could harbor different tags, so double EMSAs with these proteins 

and qseBC and flhDC could establish the affinity of each one and the rate at which 

phosphorylated QseB could, in theory, displace unphosphorylated QseB.  Additionally, 
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plasmids harboring these proteins could be used to complement a qseB mutant to assess 

qseBC and flhDC transcription in the presence of just phosphorylated QseB (QseB-Glu), 

just unphosphorylated QseB (QseB-Ala) or in varied concentrations of both.
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Figure 8.3 – QseB&C Model: No signals present.  When EHEC is not in the presence of 
AI-3, epinephrine or norepinephrine, QseC does not increase its autophosphorylation.  
Thus, most of the QseB is unphosphorylated.  Unphosphorylated QseB may bind to a 
central region of its own promoter to repress transcription.  Thus, qseBC transcription 
only occurs through a basally transcribed, QseB&C-independent constitutive promoter.  
Unphosphorylated QseB also binds to a central region of the flhDC promoter to repress 
transcription.  flhDC transcriptional regulation is complex.  We believe that flhDC 
transcription may occur at a basal level through previously mapped σ70 and ambiguous 
promoters, but still occurs mostly through the σ28 promoter. 
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Figure 8.4 – QseB&C Model: During infection, signals present.  During infection, QseC 
interacts with the AI-3 produced by the normal flora and the epinephrine/norepinephrine 
produced naturally by the host.  QseC increases its autophosphorylation on a conserved 
histidine residue in response to signal binding.  This phosphate is transferred to a 
conserved aspartate residue on QseB.  Phosphorylated QseB binds to high- and low-
affinity binding sites in its own promoter in order to increase its own transcription 
through the QseB&C-dependent promoter.  Phosphorylated QseB also binds to high- and 
low-affinity binding sites in the flhDC promoter in order to increase flhDC transcription 
through the σ28 promoter. 
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In conclusion, the QseB&C two-component system may play an important role in 

the regulation of virulence factors in EHEC.  We were able to create an in vitro liposome 

system, which can be “loaded” with signaling compounds and inhibitors in order to study 

the signaling of the QseB&C two-component system (Chapter 4).  Additionally, our 

studies were the first to show a direct interaction between signaling compounds and the 

QseC sensor kinase (Chapter 4) and may represent a new frontier for antimicrobial drug 

targets.  Finally, our studies have allowed us to gain a better understanding of the 

mechanism by which phosphorylated QseB regulates gene transcription (Chapters 5, 6, 

and 7).  The results of  these analyses have allowed us to determine the potential 

consensus sequence to which QseB binds, which we have utilized in an in silico search to 

identify potential novel targets of QseB.  Through the use of both genetics and 

biochemistry, we have performed a comprehensive functional analysis of the mechanism 

by which the QseB&C two-component system signals and regulates the transcription of 

both itself and the flagellar master regulator, flhDC, in EHEC.   
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APPENDIX 1 - in silico search for QseB consensus sequences  
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